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Abstract 

Augmented Reality (AR) is a fast-emerging technology and it has been applied in many 

fields e.g. education, health, entertainment, gaming and tracking systems in logistics. 

AR technology combines the virtual world with the reality by superimposing digital 

information onto the physical world. This study evaluates the usability of the AR in 

industrial environment focusing on effectiveness, efficiency, and user acceptance in 

comparison to other instructional medium e.g. paper-based instructions or manuals. An 

AR prototype was developed to be used in the usability evaluation. To evaluate the AR 

application in the field of industry an experiment was conducted. To get the user 

experience and acceptance questionnaires and interviews were used involving real 

assembly workers where they used the AR prototype. The results of the study show that 

when using AR as assistance in the assembly assurance process, the number of faults 

and task completion time were reduced significantly compared to the traditional 

methods. Also, the users had a positive attitude and a high level of satisfaction when 

using AR.  

 

Keywords: Augmented reality, Real time visualization, Mobile device, AR mobile 

prototype, Assembly assurance, beam frame.  
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1 Introduction 

Augmented reality (AR) is a technology that is in focus in many industries today. Industries 

involved in manufacturing explore the usage of AR for assembly, quality control, and to show 

case their products to potential buyers. In some industries the AR technology has the potential 

to make the manufacturing process faster by superimposing instructions onto the products, 

highlighting parts of the products that are important, or to verify if products are assembled 

correctly. AR gives the opportunity to assist the assembly workers when dealing with intricate 

tasks where specific and precise information about that task is turned into virtual context 

(Vilacoba et al., 2016). A common use of AR is to use it to overlay assembly instructions on a 

product instead of using conventional paper manuals and instruction sheets. 

Today most of the assembly operations and assembly assurance tasks are done manually by 

human workers, thus prone to human errors. The health and personal status of the person can 

determine whether the work is correctly done, e.g. a tired person may be more likely to miss a 

product that differs from the norm. This study aims to investigate whether AR can be used to 

aid the workers in the assembly assurance. The study compares the results between currently 

used instructional medium (i.e. paper sheets and paper label) and the AR prototype to 

determine whether AR is usable and leads to less errors and a reduced time spent on assembly 

assurance. 

An experiment was used to get the objective measurements through quantitative observations 

for all three methods. The experiment aimed to simulate how an assembly assurance can be 

made in a factory when conducted on a beam frame of a vehicle. A cardboard prototype was 

created to illustrate the beam frame, and paper labels were taped on top of the cardboard to 

represent bolts. In the experiment, the bolt size was verified. For the AR, an application for 

mobile phones was developed. This application could measure the effectiveness (i.e. number 

of faults) and efficiency (i.e. time taken). Instructions on paper sheets and paper labels were 

designed to look like the currently used methods in a real factory. Each participant used the 

AR method and one of the paper-based methods.  

A questionnaire was used to get the user acceptance of AR with the help of the three aspects 

approval, satisfaction level, and ease of use. These aspects were rated by using a Likert scale 

to answer the questions that compares AR and the traditional media. Interviews were then 

conducted to get additional information about the user experience and the usability of the AR 

application. 
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2 Background 

This section describes relevant background information and terminology for the domains used 

in the study. 

2.1 Augmented reality 

AR is a technique which allows computer generated images to overlay physical objects in real 

time, thus enriching the way the users experience the real world by incorporating virtual 

objects to coexist with physical objects (Zhou et al., 2008). The AR technique provides the 

ability to recognize different physical objects or markers, draw virtual objects on them and 

even give the user the ability to interact with these virtual objects (Paravati, 2017). The AR is 

currently used in many different sections like medical domains, manufacturing, military, 

maintenance, and tele-robotics (Uva el al., 2017). In the manufacturing area AR can be used 

to aid the assembly line workers or quality inspector to make sure the component is correctly 

assembled before sending the product to the next station. 

2.2 Assembly line 

In the company where the study is conducted, an assembly line consists of several stations 

where the first station is where the beam frame for a truck is manufactured and the last station 

is a fully completed truck. Each station in between has an objective which can range from 

assembling parts, verify the assembly, to testing parts of the truck. Some stations can depend 

on earlier stations thus assembly faults along the line can cause delays or even stops in the 

production. To minimize these delays and stops some stations are assembly assurance check-

points where the current state of the truck is verified. The assembly line is depended on parts 

from other assembly lines to complete the process and when all needed parts are at ready the 

workers can assemble the add-ons on the truck according to the specifications on the order for 

the truck. A lot of trucks are manufactured, each with different customizations e.g. one 

customer wants extra storage on the side of the truck and another one wants an extra fuel tank. 

2.3 Truck beam frame 

A beam frame is the main supporting structure of the truck, see Figure 1. When an order for a 

truck is placed the customer can decide what add-ons the truck will have, and this will 

determine which holes in the beam frame that will be used and which type of bolts that will be 

positioned in these holes. 

 

Figure 1 Beam frame of a truck 
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2.4 Assembly assurance process 

Assembly assurance is a critical part of the production line, since this is where the assembly 

status of the assembly is done. It is a quality control process which provides check-points in 

the assembly line where the assembly status of a product is measured, and this ensures that a 

product is assembled correctly. If a fault is found during an assembly assurance control, 

predetermined measures can be taken to correct the faults. 

2.5 Augmented reality in an assembly line environment 

AR technology is currently used within manufacturing, performing intricate assembly, 

maintenance, and repairing assembly tasks. AR is used to illustrate real-time images of 

physical objects by superimposing virtual assembly instructions, which in turn guide assembly 

line workers and quality assurance technicians in doing complex tasks. For example, the AR 

application could highlight a sequence of operations, the exact bolt torque, tools needed to 

perform the task, or display warnings and point out the missing bolts. Assembly in this case 

refers to assemble parts to form a finished product (Wang et al., 2016). 

A common use of AR in industrial field today is to use it as a guide when assembling a product. 

This can be done by displaying the instructions on a display (e.g. a monitor with a camera 

attached) and use indicators on the image to point at specific locations that needs attention. 

Although the assembly process is similar for all the products on the assembly line, different 

product variations can occur. If the assembly line workers encounter a variant which is similar 

to, but not exactly the same, as an earlier product there is a risk that this difference can be 

missed if the worker does not follow the instructions properly. In this case AR can be used as 

a guide to alert the worker of variances, where the difference is located and alert the worker of 

the critical parts in the task. This can increase the usability (i.e. reduce the error rate and 

reduce the time taken to find faults) and improve the overall quality during the assembly 

process. 

AR can be useful in specific manufacturing areas because of its visualization opportunities 

since it can highlight important areas for analysis (Uva el al., 2018). AR tools can be useful for 

an inexperienced worker as well as for an experienced one. For the inexperienced worker it 

can provide a guidance for learning the assembly process and quality control and for the 

experienced workers it can provide means to alert the worker that a task is different. The AR 

system doesn’t need to tell everything about the process but work as a reminder or guide to 

aid in the assembly. 

2.6 Assembly assurance using instructions on paper sheets 

The traditional way of verifying the assembly is to use paper sheets with blueprints, 

instructions, and pictures for the areas that need to be assembled, see Figure 2. The 

instructions also contain information about the bolt types that need to be assembled and which 

truck type it is. These paper sheets are used to aid the assemblers and quality controllers to 

perform their tasks. This is done by looking at the picture of the whole chassis and by 

comparing it with a picture that shows where the bolts should be installed. This media has its 

limitations because it can be hard to identify the right pattern and placement with the help of 
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the pictures for each bolt in the chassis. Another limitation is that it is hard to go back and 

forth between the paper sheets. 

Most of the assembly tasks in the area where the study is conducted used computer screens as 

instructions for the line workers, but for the specific line which the experiment was designed 

to take place, the main method to deliver the instructions was on paper sheets and labels. 

 

Figure 2 Paper-based assembly instructions 

2.7 Assembly assurance using paper label 

Assembly operation is a critical step which, if the instructions are hard to read, can produce 

faults and take extra time. Alongside instructions on paper or screens there is also another 

way to show assembly instructions on a paper label which is placed on top of the truck chassis, 

see Figure 3. Assembly workers typically use this technique to assemble the bolts on the 

chassis according to the specification for a truck. Each truck that has different customizations, 

e.g. extra tank fuel has a paper label printed with the bolt patterns according to that 

specification. There are however limitations. There may be a small risk that the workers use 

the wrong label, the extra work to place the label correctly on the beam takes time, the printer 

must be loaded with new paper and there is a waste of paper since the strip can only be used 

for that specific order. Paper cost money and burdens the environment. However, paper labels 

are still an improvement over paper sheets since the label is attached to the beam and the bolts 

are horizontally aligned with the position of the bolts which makes it easier to identify specified 

bolts and the label will follow the beam along the assembly line. 

 

Figure 3 Paper label as a guide in assembly tasks 
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3 Problem definition 

The aim of this study is to evaluate the usability, user acceptance, and user 

experience of AR in the assembly assurance process with the use of a prototype 

AR artefact. 

Methods currently used involve paper-strips with bolt patterns and computer screens or paper 

sheets with instructions, both to aid assembly operations and assembly assurance process. 

With these traditional methods the workers must shift focus away from the assembly 

whenever they need to check in on the instructions. This presents the risk of missing a step in 

the assembly instructions since the worker will have to find the current step each time they 

shift focus. There is a risk that if a worker had done the same task previously the worker will 

not look at the instructions thus presenting the risk of missing parts of the instructions that 

differs from the regular task. If an assembly step is missed it can create problems further down 

in the assembly line. On such occasions, the product may be slated for variance control and 

the shipment can be delayed, and in worst case, the whole assembly line may have to come to 

a complete stop to remove the product and to transfer it to the variance control. Each such 

delay or stop in the assembly line can be costly for a company, since it delays any sales they 

can make of the products and stops other products from being completed in time. 

The description above is our motivation to the problem. To evaluate the usability of AR to 

streamline the assembly assurance process so that assembly faults can be detected and 

corrected early in the assembly line. AR can be used as a tool for detecting assembly faults 

which help a company to save time and money, and to validate that the quality inspector really 

inspected all relevant parts. The latter cannot be guaranteed with paper-based inspection. It 

can also potentially lower the amount of papers used, eventually saving trees in the process. 

To learn the process, both in the assembly and the assembly assurance, can take a long time 

since the workers will have to learn the instructions for a variety of task to be more effective at 

their work. This can be a hard process if there are many different tasks. According to Hořejší 

(2015) learning with the aid of AR is quicker than using paper instructions in assembly. In 

assembly of a product the workers have to place objects in specified locations on the products 

and in assembly assurance the workers have to control that the objects are in the specified 

locations. This is a similar process and the results from the studies above indicate that it is 

quicker to assemble objects with AR and therefore it could be true for assembly assurance. 

Our hypothesis is that using AR improves the assembly assurance process in a way that can 

reduce the number of errors made and the time taken to do the task. In addition, it can reduce 

the amount of papers used in the production line.  

3.1 Research question 

1. Does using AR increase the effectiveness in assembly assurance? 

2. Does using AR increase the efficiency in assembly assurance? 

3. Do the workers accept the use of AR in assembly assurance? 

4. How does the user experience the usage of AR in assembly assurance? 
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3.2 Target audience 

The target audience of this study is researchers and companies working with AR in industrial 

environments. This study can be used as ground for further research and development of AR 

systems in this field. 

3.3 Objectives 

1. Develop and evaluate an AR prototype. 

2. Conduct an experiment to evaluate the usability focusing on efficiency and 

effectiveness of the AR prototype. 

3. Evaluate the user acceptability by using a questionnaire and evaluate the user 

experience of the AR application by using interviews. 

4. Compile and interpret the results. 

The report is written by three students and the responsibility is divided as follow:  

Erik Holstensson: Was responsible for objective 1. Did a feasibility study on current 

applications and frameworks. Developed and evaluated an AR application for use in the 

experiment. 

Sarbast Jundi: Was responsible for objective 2. Carried out an experiment to evaluate the 

usability of the developed AR Prototype. The covered aspects in usability are effectiveness 

(number of faults) and efficiency (time taken).   

Ram Hamid: Was responsible for objective 3. Evaluated user acceptance with focus on 

satisfaction, ease-of-use and approval with a questionnaire. Also evaluated user experience 

and usability of AR with interviews.  

Each student took responsibility for their presentation of the results and their analysis in 

objective 4. 
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4 Related work 

A lot of research is done on Augmented reality in modern time and researchers have always 

been interested to explore the use of AR technology in the field of manufacturing. Assisting 

systems in complex assemblies is the focus, big companies want to go a step further and beat 

the printed instructions. A study done by Baird et al. (1999) showed that the augmented reality 

was more effective as instructional aid for the assembly task than either paper instruction 

manual or the computer-aided instruction.  

According to Wiedenmaier et al. (2003) the task completion time was shortest when the 

workers were guided by an expert using AR-based assistance.  Another study by Tang et al.  

(2003) who used Duplo blocks to evaluate the effectiveness of AR using head-mounted display 

compared to paper manuals shows that the AR system improved the task performance and 

reduced the error rate by 82%, also reducing the workload on the participants. An AR 

prototype was created by Hou et al. (2013) to assemble Lego and showed that the AR system 

lead to shorter task completion time and less errors, compared to instructions on paper. 

Syberfeldt et al. (2015) used a head-mounted display consisting of the virtual reality device 

Oculus Rift with cameras mounted and used it as an AR solution to assemble a 3D puzzle. 

Comparing the use of AR to written instructions; subjective evaluation in the study showed 

that AR system was easy to understand but when it comes to ease-of-use the paper instructions 

were considered superior. Objective evaluation in the study showed however that the subjects 

using the AR system all completed the assembling task successfully without any errors. This 

is because the developed system enforced the subjects to do the right thing. The study mainly 

focused on the assembly of a puzzle but the possibility of using the same techniques on 

assembly assurance are worth exploring. 

Hořejší (2015) did a study on learning with the aid of AR and concludes that learning a task is 

quicker with the use of AR than using paper instructions in assembly. This indicates that it can 

be true for assembly assurance also since the tasks are similar but are not explored in this 

thesis.  

This study aims to assess the usability of using AR in assembly assurance process focusing on 

effectiveness, efficiency, user acceptance, and user experience compared to paper-based 

instructions. This study includes an experiment, a questionnaire, and interviews on real 

factory workers in a real manufacturing environment. There is, to our knowledge, no studies 

that have done this and the studies mentioned above are the ones that closest relate to our 

research. 
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5 Method 

5.1 Pre-study and objectives 

The project idea was inspired by Volvo Group IT and other studies covering the use of AR in 

the assembly and manufacturing field. Syberfeldt et al. (2015) discuss benefits of using AR in 

the assemble process. Furthermore, Pranoto et al. (2017) mention usability testing methods in 

AR applications and how a software can be tested to achieve the required measures that can 

be used by the developers to develop a working application. 

To get feedback on the usability of the AR prototype during the development, interviews and 

observations were used. The participants in the evaluation used the prototype and gave 

feedback of the usability. 

To get the usability factors effectiveness and efficiency, an experiment was conducted together 

with the developed AR application, where duration and errors made during the test were 

measured. 

To get the user experience and the acceptance of the AR application, interviews and 

questionnaires were given after the experiment. Conclusions can be drawn about how the 

workers handle AR and how they experience the use of AR to perform an assembly task (Cai 

et al., 2014). 

To increase the knowledge about how the assembly and quality control process works, 

personnel at Volvo Group IT was consulted. The information was needed to understand the 

assembly and quality control process to get ideas on how to design the different parts of the 

experiment: the AR prototype, the beam frame, and the survey. The beam frame had to be 

portable since the experiment took place in several locations which meant that a real beam 

frame, which is made of steel and is very heavy, could not be used. 

This study involved 20 workers working in the production line with the assembly operation 

and assembly assurance. In addition, five more participants were involved with the usability 

evaluation of the AR application. 

The experiment of the usability of Augmented reality in an industrial manufacturing company 

was conducted at Volvo, Skövde, Sweden. 

5.2 Interview design 

To evaluate the application during development in objective 1 and to get the user experience 

of the experiment and the application in objective 3, interviews were conducted on the 

participants. Participation in the evaluations was voluntary and it was assured it would be 

anonymous. Permission to record the interviews were gathered before each interview. 

Oates (2005) and Wohlin et al. (2012) were used as guidelines, the interviews were planned. 

The interviews are a qualitative research method and were conducted in a semi-structured 

way, with a few major questions to gather data on specific areas and more questions followed 

up when needed. This made it possible to clarify any uncertainties in the answers and the 

option to follow up with more question if more information was needed. Open-ended 
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questions were used to encourage the participants to express their opinion in a deeper way 

than one word or one sentence answers. The interview methods were also chosen since the 

results would not be used in any comparisons or measurements, but rather to improve the 

experience of using the software. Recordings were made to make sure that everything the 

participant said was stored. The objective of the interviews was to get descriptive and 

explanatory, but not necessary measurable, answers. 

The interviews where made short and questions kept to one topic. The questions were asked 

in an order where it was easy to answer the first questions to not lock up the interviewee with 

a complicated question at start. The participants could choose to skip questions or abort the 

interview altogether whenever they wanted. 

5.3 Objective 1 - Develop and evaluate an AR prototype 

This objective was conducted by Erik Holstensson. 

5.3.1 Application feasibility study 

A feasibility study was conducted to find which available applications, hardware, mobile 

application designs, and AR development frameworks that existed and were usable for the 

thesis. This feasibility study was made to determine if it was possible to create an application 

to be used in the study. Feasibility study in this case is to make sure that an application that 

met the requirements could be set up or created within the resource limits set for the study 

while also choosing which hardware that was going to be used. 

The feasibility study was made by looking at existing studies that were using AR with mobile 

devices to see if the applications could be used for this study. Also researching which mobile 

application design that could be used and which hardware that was feasible to use in the 

experiment. If no application that met the requirements could be found, the creation of a 

custom-made application solely for this study would have to be further studied. 

By looking through databases like IEEE and Springer related studies were searched. There 

were other research and conference papers that had used a mobile AR application and some 

of these mentioned which methods were used when developing the application. Few of them 

mentioned which development tools and AR frameworks that were used in the development. 

One of the studies that mentioned this was Park & Park (2014) which used the Vuforia AR 

framework together with Unity to create an AR application. By using the same tools and 

framework, an early proof of concept protype could be made. The prototype should be able to 

detect markers and display content relative to these markers. The content should also be able 

to be interacted with by using the touch function of the device and work on the hardware 

available. 

The Vuforia AR framework (Vuforia 2018) has the functionality to use the build in cameras in 

pc’s and other supported devices and to use them as an AR platform. It can detect custom 

made markers and position objects relative to them on the display. It also provides an interface 

that can be integrated into the application easily with the help of Unity. It does not have any 

major flaws that makes it not suitable for the prototype. These factors helped in deciding it 

was the correct AR framework to use in the thesis. 
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Unity is a development platform which is created more like a development editor than a 

regular IDE like Visual Studio (Unity 2018). The simplicity that Unity provides when using the 

integrated support for Vuforia made this a good choice for developing the application. Unity 

also has support for a wide range of devices which gave the flexibility of changing platform for 

the application with a small amount of changes if the settings had changed during the 

development (it did not change) and have an updated online help and an active community. 

Unity use C# and JavaScript as scripting languages to provide the user with the abilities to 

create their own customized scripts for the objects. 

The hardware chosen had to be available and be able to run the applications created. It also 

had to have touch and some way to interact with the augmented objects, either via a camera 

or a see-through display while also be powerful enough to run the application. For the 

feasibility study, the hardware used was a current market mobile phone (a Oneplus One with 

Android 8.1 installed) which was available at the time. 

5.3.2 Development designs, frameworks, and hardware 

To know what the application should be able to do, the requirements for it had to be set (see 

Table 1). The requirements were chosen by the developers to make a usable application for the 

experiment. They focus on the technical aspects of the application but did not consider the 

usability of the application from a usability perspective. To make sure that it is a usable 

application a usability evaluation of the application took place throughout the development. 

This evaluation focused more on the user interaction and perception part of the application, 

e.g. if the user interface is acceptable, if the relevant functions exists, and if the application 

does what is needed to complete a task. 

Application requirements 

No Requirement 

1. Must work on available hardware. 

2. Must be easy to setup and use. 

3. Must be free to use in the study.1 

4. Must be able to customize to fit the experiment. 

5. Must be able to measure duration of a test. 

6. Must be able to measure the errors made by the user. 

7. Must be able to save the results. 

1) Free as in the software license should allow it to be used in the study 

 Table 1 The application requirements 

With the requirements set, the available hardware and frameworks available, and additionally 

that the project had limitation in resources (e.g. only 6 months were allocated for the study), 

feasible solutions were researched. 

There are currently several ways to approach the mobile device platform when developing 

applications. Each design has its own strength and weaknesses (Smutný., 2012). Native 

applications produce executables that can produce a better experience for the user but can 

only be run on the devices it’s developed for. Web applications can be run on a bigger range of 

devices but require the device to be online when used. Hybrid applications can run on a 

plethora of mobile devices, can access the device’s hardware, like camera and GPS, but may 
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not produce an optimal use experience since they are designed to work on a bigger range of 

devices. Some aspects that were considered when choosing type of design were that depending 

on always having an internet connection may limit the locations that the experiment could be 

conducted, the devices on-board hardware (e.g. camera, touch, and vibration) was going to be 

used, and it would be preferred to have a big range of devices to use the application on in case 

availability was limited on the devices currently used (e.g. mobile phone broke or mobile 

phone software update caused compatibility issues). 

For this project a hybrid application design for the mobile application prototype was most 

suitable. This design would give the possibility to use the application on a variety of mobile 

devices, use the devices hardware (e.g. camera and touch) while also providing enough 

performance for using AR on the device since the devices still have an executable file that runs 

the application and is not run via the internet. This does however require that the development 

tools used would need to have the required tools and libraries to support this design choice. 

To choose an AR development framework was a vital part of the feasibility of creating an 

application usable in the experiment. If the framework did not have support for the desired 

functionality (e.g. AR functions like positioning and rotating objects on screen relative to a 

physical object), then it could not be used. If it on the other hand had all the functionality, but 

was complicated to integrate into an application, then development would most likely take 

longer time than what was available for the thesis. The findings in the feasibility study were 

used here to make the decision, and ultimately the same framework was used. Amongst 

alternative frameworks available, some could not be used with the chosen hardware. Apple’s 

ARKit is one of these frameworks. It has support for the functionality needed to create the 

application and could easily be incorporated in the application with the Unity development 

tool but was on another platform that the available hardware could run on. Google’s ARCore 

also was a promising framework that had all the functionality needed. It was however still in 

beta when the project started and required a state of the art mobile device to run on. These 

two factors made this framework not usable in the project. The existence of IDE’s (Integrated 

Development Environment) with support for the framework was also explored and taken into 

consideration, and all frameworks mentioned above could easily be used within Unity. 

To decide which hardware to target with the application, various hardware devices were 

tested. Amongst these were a head-mounted display (HDM), tablets, and mobile phones. To 

decide which medium that was going to be used in the experiment, they all were briefly 

evaluated by the researchers at the start of the project. Pros and cons were discussed together 

with availability during the experiment since it was going to take place outside the office where 

some of these devices were restricted to. Designing the application to work with standard 

market smartphones and tablets would have the advantage of being able to use a wide range 

of devices for the application which in turn would prevent that hardware failure would cause 

problems during the experiment (see Figure 4). 

To make sure that there would be devices available to use at the experiment and if something 

would fail with a device another would be available, the choice fell on using regular current 

market mobile devices. This also created an opportunity to try the application on both mobile 

phones and tables running Android. After some testing, the device of choice was a mobile 

phone. The size of the tablet available together with a non-removable case that obscured the 

camera made the device harder to use than necessary. If the case could have been removed 

easily (it seemed to be attached to the device by glue) the tablet would be a feasible choice, 
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since the size could be neglected if the experiment duration was short enough. Having a big 

and heavier device could make the participants arms tired or create hurdles when holding the 

device and interacting with it at the same time. A mobile phone could be hold and interacted 

with, often with the same hand, even when it is used by a person with smaller hands. These 

factors, together with the fact that only one working table was directly available, made the 

mobile phone more feasible to use for the experiment than a tablet. 

5.3.3 Alternative hardware 

A head-mounted display (HMD) were considered as an alternative to a mobile device, but after 

a test on another project where a HMD (Microsoft Hololens) was used to verify that the correct 

sticker was found and attached to a cardboard box, it seemed not mature enough yet to be 

feasible for real work scenarios. There were some drawbacks with the current generation of 

HMD (Microsoft Hololens) that was tested. It was not comfortable moving around with the 

HMD for more than a few minutes at a time, which might not have been an issue since the 

experiment was only lasting a few minutes, but still was something that could be a discomfort 

for some. Another reason being the limited field of view (FOV). While this HMD device had a 

good FOV in the horizontal axis, it had a limited FOV in the vertical axis. It was enough to 

move the head up or down a few degrees to lose the augmented part of the reality. 

The HMD that were tested did have hardware and software for good environmental awareness 

and could remember what the room looked like after scanning it, thus did not have the 

limitations of having to rely on markers to superimpose content over objects. HMD also had a 

limited way of receiving inputs relying on finger gestures to interact with the environment, 

and by using voice activation for determined actions. Limitations of this being that in an 

environment like in a factory, where the experiment took place, the noise levels can be high, 

thus limiting how well the inputs can be used. The inputs via finger gestures can be limited 

depending on how well the worker understands how to interact. The HMD also must be small 

enough to not be a burden on the worker and be easy to configure for each user. 

5.3.4 Designing the application for the experiment 

The application was designed to be used with the experiment. This meant that the user shall 

look at the bolts marked on the cardboard beam, determine if the number on the bolt match 

the number that the application shows next to the bolt, and if they do not match, the user 

shall touch the bolt on the display to mark it as faulty. To prepare the cardboard beam that 

was created for the experiment in objective 2, markers were attached next to the hole 

patterns which was going to be verified with the application. Upon pointing the mobile 

devices camera towards the markers, a pattern of bolt indicators should be visible on the 

display (see Figure 4), indicating where on the beam bolts should be mounted and what size 

of bolts that should be fitted into the holes. 
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Figure 4 The application used on a standard market mobile device 

5.3.5 Development process 

The software was developed using a user-centred development process known as early 

prototyping (Koh et al., 2011). Pranoto et al. (2017) also advocates this process when they were 

developing an AR prototype and it is a process that involves both experts and potential users. 

It is an iterative process where the prototype is evaluated several times during the 

development. Expert in this case refers to the supervisor at the company where this thesis is 

conducted, and the users are personnel at the same company. By using this process, the 

prototype will be modified with the help of the feedback from the users and the expert’s during 

the development. This will potentially create the good prototype faster than in a traditional 

process (e.g. the waterfall model (Pressman., 2005) where a product is designed after 

predetermined requirements and will not be evaluated until it is fully developed, which in turn 

creates the possibility of creating the wrong product for the end user).  

The first version of the prototype only contained the functions that the expert and the 

developers thought were necessary for the prototype to be usable in the experiment, see Figure 

5 for the prototyping process. These basic functions were: markers (i.e. an image that marked 

the position on the beam frame) recognition, the ability to visualize bolts relative to the 

marker, interaction with the said bolts by tapping on them, a list of markers that is placed on 

the beam sorted by the order that they appear on the beam, and finally the markers in the list 

would lit up when a marker of the type has been found. Other functions existed initially (e.g. 

uploading the results to a server on the internet and be able to choose to which experiment 

group a subject belonged) but these were not evaluated by the users since they were not going 

to be experienced by the participants in the experiment and were therefore only tested by the 

developer. When this first prototype was ready, an evaluation took place. The participant in 

this evaluation tested the prototype in the same way as it would be used in the experiment and 

gave their input on what they thought of its usability. 
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Figure 5 Modified version of early prototyping by Koh et al. (2011) 

After the evaluation the user input was analysed, the necessary changes were made to the 

prototype. If the evaluation found that a function was not usable (e.g. broken functionality or 

didn’t add anything to the usability) the function was discarded. Some of the discarded 

functions ended up as optional and could be toggled on and off in the settings. The dashed 

arrow (see Figure 5) from usability evaluation back to conceptual design was necessary to 

make sure that, if a function that was implemented was found to be unusable, it could be 

scrapped, and the same functionality could be redesigned again and tested in the next 

evaluation or discarded all together. 

When an evaluation was done, and the results from the evaluation did not find any major 

design flaws, the prototype was decided by the developers to be ready for the experiment 

without any further functionality added, modified, or removed. 

An alternative to using an early prototyping process could be to gather more specific 

requirements for the application before starting to develop it. This could be done by e.g. 

interviews, questionnaire, and consulting experts. A process of this kind could however end 

up producing the wrong type of application since some features and functionalities can be 

missed if the application is not tested in the environment it is produced for and if no prior 

application of the kind exists or is available for research. This can be especially true if the 

domain knowledge of a field is limited. 

5.3.6 Application usability test 

Dicks (2002) discusses that when developing applications, the software should be evaluated. 

This evaluation was made during the tests in accordance to the early prototyping process. 

According to Barnum (2010) usability testing is the activity that focuses on observing the users 

when they are working on a task, where the job is meaningful to them. Some of the aspects 

that are tested, implicitly or directly, are how the system recognizes the markers, how accurate 
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the virtual object matches the physical object, and how precise the overlay is superimposed on 

the real object (Furht, 2011). 

The method used when evaluating the application during the development was laboratory 

experiment, where the participants had to perform a specific a task in controlled settings 

similar as the settings that the actual experiment is going to have (Nayebi et al., 2012). The 

usability tests make sure that problems that could occur when conducting the real experiments 

can be reduced since the application is being tested for faults before the experiment is 

conducted, in this case during the development. The task performed was conducted in the 

same way as it would be in the real experiment, but focus is on identifying problems with the 

prototype design and function rather than measuring the duration and errors of the test. 

During the development, the participants used the application to validate the assembly, and 

afterwards an interview was conducted where feedback on the usability of the current iteration 

of the application was gathered. The analysis of the interviews would find if there were any 

flaws in the application (e.g. issues that had been overlooked in the design, functionality that 

did not work as expected, or functions that were not useful). 

Since interviews were the chosen method for evaluating the application during the 

development, the questions had to be designed in a way that could give useful feedback to 

further improve the application. This is not the same interviews as the one made in objective 

3 as this one focus more on finding good and bad things about the design of the application 

during the development. The general implementation of the interviews is described in 

Interview design. Additionally, several measures were made to make the interviews fit this 

objective. A total of five evaluations were made during the development. In addition to the 

interviews, observations about any extraordinary behaviours during the task and if the user 

completed the task or not took place. 

The environment in which the interviews were conducted was a shielded place to preserve the 

participants’ privacy. The answers had to be usable to improve the application during the 

development to be able to improve the prototype before the next evaluation and before the 

real experiments started, thus the questions had to be designed to be able to identify key 

features that could be a problem. The participants had diverse backgrounds to get a wider 

range of views on the application interface, thus increasing the possibility of catching errors 

which one type of person might not notice. A person with a technical background may think 

in more technical terms when using an application than a person that has worked in an 

assembly line and that may think in a way that compares if the application could be used in 

the persons daily work. The questions asked during the interview were based on the 

Consolidated Usability Model method discussed by Abran et al. (2003). This method is defined 

as five characteristics that together form usability. The relevant characteristics for this study 

is listed in Table 2 together with the questions needed to get the traits answered. Full 

Consolidated Usability Model characteristics chart is available in Appendix A. The questions 

were based on this model but formulated in a qualitative way instead of the proposed 

quantitative way to be able to get informative answers about what the participants thought 

about the application. By using the modified questions there would be a possibility of clarifying 

the answers if the researcher thought it was necessary, if there were the need of follow up 

questions or it was unclear to what the participant meant. The security characteristic was not 

evaluated since the users were not exposed to any security threats. The users do not handle 

any data transactions or other classified data. 
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To ease the participant into the interview, the first questions were about the interviewees 

background: what they work with today, if they know what AR is, and if they had any 

experience with AR before. In case they did have had experience with AR, a question about 

what kind of experience they’ve had followed. After the introductory questions the rest of the 

interview had the application usability in focus. Since the interview was semi-structured, with 

mostly open-ended questions, next question in line often depended on the participants’ 

answer. If a question was answered earlier in the interview, these were repeated, and the user 

could elaborate on the subject. Finally, at the end of the interview the participant got a chance 

to clarify any answers, add comments that did not fit in any of the questions, and ask any 

questions that may have arisen during the evaluation session. After the interviews, a 

transcription of the audio material was made. 

With the answers from the interviews as a source, problems in usability of the application were 

identified and corrected were possible. Unnecessary functions could be identified, lacking 

functionality could be added, and functionality that didn’t work as expected could be found. 

With more experience in creating and conducting interviews, the interviews could be refined, 

and more relevant information could be found. While conducting the interviews, occasionally 

questions got missed and asked later in the interview, which may or may not have altered the 

answer. All the questions were asked to all the participants. This may be relevant since some 

functions in the applications was commented on by several of the participants (e.g. the number 

of bolts indicator) and it could be informative to compare the answers. The participants did 

find the application usable if adjustments were made to them, and with the feedback the 

relevant adjustments could be made. There was no follow up interview with the interviewees 

which may have been of interest to find if the information they provided during the evaluation 

was interpreted correctly. Several of the participants had additional comments after the 

interview session was done, after the recording had stopped. Occasionally these additional 

comments would give an idea on faults in the application, but they were never written down 

and may or may not have been implemented into the prototype. This was a fault in the 

evaluation that could have been corrected with a more careful planning.  
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Consolidated Usability Model 

Characteristic Trait to be answered Questions and notes1 

Effectiveness Percentage of tasks 

accomplished 

Note: Did the user complete the task? 

If no: Q: Why couldn’t you complete the task? 

Q: Did you feel that the application did what you 

expected and nothing else? 

Ratio on failure of handling Note: Did the user fail in the handling of the 

device? 

If yes: Q: What caused the failure/Where/Why 

did the failure happen? 

Efficiency Repetitions’ number of 

failed commands 

Q: Did any command fail? 

If yes: Q: Which commands failed? 

 Q: How much time did you spend on 

them? 

Documentation or help’s 

use frequency 

Q: Would extra documentation be helpful? 

Time spent on error Note: Time spent on the failed commands. 

Time to achieve one task Note: Time to achieve the task 

Number of available 

commands not called upon 

Q: Any feature you saw but didn’t use? 

If yes: Q: Which features didn’t you use? 

Satisfaction Number of times that user 

expresses his frustration 

Note: Number of times that user express 

frustration. 

Rating scale for users’ 

satisfaction with functions 

and characteristic 

 

Q: Did you find the GUI satisfying for the task? 

Q: Did you miss any commands? 

Q: Any information on screen that you missed? 

Q: Any information on the screen that were 

unnecessary and/or annoying? 

Learnability Time to learn Q: Did you understand how to use the application. 

If yes: Q: Did it take long time to understand? 

If no: Q: What information would you have 

needed to understand how to use the application? 

1 Notes were made for some tasks like if the user completed the task or not 

Table 2 Consolidated Usability Model. Characteristics, traits, and questions. 

5.3.7 Alternative evaluation method 

Holzinger (2005) suggests alternative methods to evaluate the usability of an application. A 

few of these methods would be feasible for this evaluation, such as the test method “Thinking 

Aloud”. This is a method where the participants tell the evaluator what they are thinking about 

while using the application. This method could give relevant information during the usage but 

may limit the possibility of follow up faults that the users find since the observer would not 

interact with the user during the task. It would give the evaluators the users thoughts at the 

same time they are thinking it, which could be more useful than a post interview, where the 

evaluator must rely on that the user remembers all the thoughts they had when using the 

application. 

There are variations of the method above, like letting two people use the application together 

and discuss the actions. This method would give information on why users use a specific item 
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and can help find functions that might not be clear how to use. It would be similar to the 

interview used, but it would be hard to get answers if there are specific areas or questions that 

the interviewer wants answered. Both the current interview method used, and the method 

discussed above is useful in the design phase of an application, when changes to the design 

have a lesser chance of causing problems in other areas of the design. The required number of 

participants would be about the same as with the interview method. 

Using heuristic methods (e.g. the Usability Heuristics by Nielsen mentioned in Holzinger 

(2005) where the applications graphical user interface elements are compared to a list of 

known and recognized usability principles) to evaluate the interface and actions could give 

additional information about the usability of i.e. the interface of the application. Using this 

method alone would not give the user’s experience with the application but could give 

additional information about the application that could improve its usability and functionality 

(e.g. the positions of buttons and color of the indicators could be improved upon). Due to the 

limitations in time of the study, this method was not used. 

5.4 Objective 2 – Usability evaluation of using AR in assembly 

assurance   

This objective was carried out by Sarbast Jundi.  

5.4.1 The experiment 

Using experiment as method to conduct the study was most appropriate due to the control of 

extraneous variables that can occur during the experiment also due to the time limit of this 

thesis. This study mainly aims to assess the usability of AR in assembly control. Experiment 

as a research method has also previously been successfully used by for example Syberfeldt et 

al. (2015) and Woodward et al. (2012), however these studies focus on investigating the 

acceptance of the AR technology by users and the use of AR in assembly operations. Another 

study done by Tang et al. (2003), explored the use of AR through an experiment and compared 

different instructional medium. An experiment was chosen as method to get objective 

measurements (effectiveness and efficiency e.g. error rate and task completion time).  

Every research method comes with advantages and disadvantages, the researchers must 

therefore choose the method carefully. The method should aid the researcher to draw 

conclusions about the results. Some benefits of using experiment as method are experimental 

research is the way to go for drawing causal conclusions. This is mainly to control the 

extraneous variables. When the researcher has the control over the variables, conclusions can 

be drawn. That is manipulating the independent variable that caused a change in the 

dependent variable. Experiment is an efficient type of research due to the controlled 

environment. The researcher wants to control all variables in order to obtain adequate validity 

in results (Wohlin et al., 2012).  

Experimental research has some limitations and disadvantages. Since in an experiment there 

may be artificial situations which do not represent the real life mainly due to the controlling 

of variables. The reactions of the participants may not be entirely true. Also, there is always 

the human error which plays a role in the validity of the experiment. It may not be possible for 

the researcher to control all extraneous variables (e.g. mood, health and background). The 

researcher gains a good internal validity by using an experiment as the research method but 
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sometimes at the expense of the external validity (Creswell et al., 2017). In this study the 

researchers try to simulate the real working environment by bringing the cardboard prototype 

to the production line in an assembly factory and let the workers use the AR technology 

compared to other techniques. It is however still quite difficult to control all variables that may 

have an impact on the results. 

Alternative method to conduct this study would be case study, which has the advantage that 

the researcher studies a topic in-depth but due to the time limitation of this thesis, an 

experiment was the most appropriate method to choose.  

5.4.2 Research rationale and experiment preparation 

This study mainly focuses on the usability of Augmented Reality tools in an industrial 

environment, focusing on effectiveness and efficiency. Today’s use of instructions on paper 

and paper labels requires the user to switch attention between the instructional medium and 

the task (Tang et al., 2003). By using AR as an aid in the assembly assurance the users wouldn’t 

need to change focus, since they can focus on one instructional medium to do the work. Since 

the workers that use AR have the required information for a task in their field of view all the 

time without having to shift focus, the number of faults and the duration of the assembly 

assurance process can be reduced according to the hypothesis. Before each experiment 

session, the environment that the experiment took place was prepared. This included starting 

and configuring the AR application, preparing the paper instructions (see Appendix C), and 

tape the paper label on top of the beam frame cardboard. This same cardboard was used for 

all the groups. Depending on which instructional media was used for the verification, the 

errors were in slightly different positions. This is done to prevent learning where the errors 

were when doing the first part of the experiment. The experiment contains steps shown in 

Table 3. 

Experimental design 

Experiment  Operation methods 

Grouping The workers are divided into two big groups, 

and two subgroups 

Paper instructions Each worker is required to verify the assembly 

using instructions on paper 

AR application tool Each worker is required to verify the assembly 

using the AR application 

Paper strip/label Each worker is required to verify the assembly 

using the paper label 

Table 3 Experimental design 

5.4.3 Metrics: Accuracy and Performance 

The participants had to use the AR to perform the verification of the assembly themselves. 

When it comes to following the instructions on paper, the participants were required to do it 

alone, this was also true for when using paper label. A typically used method in Augmented 

reality user evaluation “Objective measurements methods” was used, according to Dünser et 

al. (2008), that is getting result from a repeatable and reliable task through quantitative 

observations. By using this method, the accuracy (average number of errors) and time (task 

completion times) was measured. According to Tang et al. (2003) these metrics are needed to 
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measure the performance of the AR compared to the traditional media. These outcomes were 

examined to give analysis and to see whether the hypothesis holds. 

5.4.4 Grouping of the participants in the experiment 

The workers were divided into two groups see Table 4, where one group used instructions on 

paper sheets and AR, and the other group used the paper label and AR. The groups were then 

divided into two subgroups each, where the first subgroup did the experiment using the 

traditional method first, followed by AR, and the second group used AR first, followed by the 

traditional method. This grouping was done due to the validity of the results, the researchers 

were interested to see if there was a difference in time if the participant started the experiment 

with a specific method.  

Test Group Task order 

1 AR application and instructions on paper sheets 

1.1 AR application first, then paper sheets 

1.2 Paper sheets first, then AR application 

2 AR application and instructions on paper label 

2.1 AR application first, then paper label 

2.2 Paper label first, then AR application 

Table 4 Participant grouping. 

5.4.5 The cardboard beam frame 

The representation of a beam frame of a truck chassis was made from cardboard, see Figure 

6. Alternatives could be to represent the beam frame as a drawing on a white board, or as a 

pattern on a poster, or a real beam frame. The latter having the problem of being very heavy 

and not very mobile, this would limit the places where the experiment could be conducted. A 

cardboard model with dimensions that reflected a real beam frame was ultimately used. This 

cardboard had similar dimensions in thickness and height as a real beam frame but only had 

a portion of its length see Figure 6. Using this prototype also made it easy to carry it to the 

production factory.  

 

Figure 6 Representation of the beam frame of a truck made from cardboard 
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5.4.6 Experiment environment 

The easiest way to do the experiment was to do it in the same environment as the workers, this 

leads to a high validity in the results Wohlin et al. (2012). The cardboard prototype and the 

AR device were taken to the factory see Figure 7. To avoid making trouble in the production 

and causing unnecessary delays, workers passing by were asked if they could participate in the 

experiment. Each worker was required to test two techniques, e.g. use AR first to verify that 

correct type/size of the bolts are placed on the beam frame, and then follow instructions on 

paper to do the same verification.  

 

Figure 7 Experiment environment at the factory 

5.4.7 Experiment approach 

The paper label was taped on top of the cardboard beam and the corresponding holes were 

drawn on the side of the cardboard beam frame. The subjects were required to follow the strip 

to do the quality control which consist of whether the size of the assembled bolts is correct. 

When a bolt had wrong size, the subject had to put a sticky note on it, marking that it is wrong 

type of bolt. The bolts were placed on different places on the cardboard. When the subject was 

done he moved on to use AR and did the same verification. When a subject pointed the AR 

device towards the cardboard beam and the first marker was detected, a pattern of light-blue 

rings was superimposed on the cardboard beam, indicating the holes that required bolts and 

which size/type of bolts should be assembled. When the size displayed on the AR didn’t match 

the size on the beam frame the user had to click on the icon, which turned into a red triangle, 

indicating that there is a wrong sized bolt assembled. 

The instructions on paper were the same as the instructions on paper label, instead the subject 

was required to follow the paper instructions to detect the faults on the cardboard beam. An 

instance of the beam frame was printed on the paper sheet along with the instructions needed 

to assemble the component. The participant placed a sticky note on top of the bolts that had 

wrong size or type. The instructions on how to do the actual experiment were given to each of 

the participants prior to the experiment. 

The number of errors done by each worker and the time it took to complete the task when 

using paper instructions and the paper label were collected by observations, by taking time 

when a worker started the experiment and stopped when the worker was done. The errors 

done by the workers were counted after the workers marked the bolts with sticky notes. The 
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experimenter checked the sticky notes and noted the errors done by the workers. The AR 

application had the functionality to report the error rate and task completion time 

automatically to an external server.  

5.5 Objective 3 – User acceptance and experience evaluation 

This objective was conducted by Ram Hamid. 

5.5.1 Questionnaire 

The user acceptance of the AR technology was achieved using a questionnaire that was here 

given to the participants that conducted the experiment. The questionnaire was chosen 

because it can be given directly to the participants after the experiment through a laptop. 

Syberfeldt et al. (2015) describe that questionnaires are common in AR evaluations because of 

the accessibility to user experience.  

The questionnaire was covering three aspects which are ease of use, satisfaction level and 

approval to get the user acceptance. The questions were based on the questionnaire used in 

(Looser et al., 2007) and (Syberfeldt et al., 2015). These aspects were chosen to rate the 

acceptability construct of the AR application compared to the traditional methods. This was 

an important matter because the results of the experiment do not achieve all the required 

information to determine if the AR technology is accepted by the workers or not. 

5.5.2 Questionnaire Design 

All aspects were not covered in the experiment where the focus was on time measurement and 

error rate. To get the required data for the users’ acceptability a questionnaire with 

quantitative questions was filled in by the participants after the users had performed the 

verification of the assembly using AR. To get the users’ perception subjective measurements 

methods could be used according to Dünser et al. (2008) where the results based on personal 

subjective judgement from the users could be measured using questionnaire ratings. Likert 

scale was used to quantify the data (Pribeanu et al., 2017), on a chemistry scenario, where 

students use AR to see the internal composition of molecules. After using the AR application, 

the workers get 1-6(strongly disagree-strongly agree) Likert scale questions about their 

perception to the AR application compared to other more traditional methods (e.g. paper 

instructions). The Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient was used for the questionnaire to get a reliable 

questionnaire and a high inner consistency as described in Pribeanu et al. (2017). 
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Acceptability construct 

Aspect Explanation Question 

Approval If the participants approve use the AR 

application in the future or similar AR 

technologies. 

1. I would like to use similar AR tools to 

do the assembly job in the future. 

If the participants approve the idea of 

using an AR application to verify the 

assembly work or not. 

2. Using AR to verify the assembly 

assurance is more interesting than using 

paper instructions/paper label. 

If the participants approve that AR can 

increase the productivity. 

3. I think using AR in the industrial 

environment increases productivity. 

If the participants approve that it is 

faster to use AR instead of traditional 

methods. 

4. I think using tablets/mobile phones is a 

quick way to do a quick verification of the 

assembly. 

Satisfaction 

level 

If the participants enjoy use of AR 

compared to the traditional methods. 

5. I think using AR is more enjoyable than 

using paper instructions/paper label. 

If the participants think that AR is 

frustrating when using it in the 

assembly/quality check process 

compared to the traditional methods. 

6. I found the AR frustrating compared to 

paper instructions/paper label. 

If the participants think that AR is 

mentally demanding when using it in 

the assembly/quality check process 

compared to the traditional methods. 

7. I found the AR mentally demanding 

compared to paper instructions/paper 

label. 

If the participants find it more satisfying 

to use the traditional methods and want 

to keep it that way and to again confirm 

if the AR is satisfying. 

8. I did find that paper instructions/paper 

label is more satisfying to use than AR. 

Ease of use If the participants find it easier to use 

AR compared to the traditional 

methods. 

9. Operating AR is not difficult compared 

to paper instructions/paper label. 

If the participants find it easier to 

understand the AR process and if the 

assembly check is easier to perform 

using AR. 

10. I found AR easy to understand and to 

do the assembly assurance. 

If the participants find easier to learn 

the AR technology compared to the 

traditional methods.  

11. I can quickly grasp how to operate AR 

compared to paper instructions/paper 

label. 

If the participants find the time and 

energy consumed to learn AR 

technology and again it is a question 

that is used to confirm that AR is easier 

to understand. 

12. Learning to use this AR tool does not 

cost me a great deal of time and energy. 

Table 5 List of the questions, description of the questions and the aspects. 

The examined aspects were: 1) Satisfaction level, 2) ease of use and 3) approval of using AR. 

These aspects were covered trough questions that were inspired by Syberfeldt et al. (2015). 

The satisfaction level aspect was used to measure how satisfied the workers were when using 

AR technology compared to other techniques. The ease of use aspect was used to measure how 
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easy it was to use the AR application according to the assembly workers. The approval aspect 

was used to measure if the workers accept the AR application in the assembly/quality check 

process. All these three aspects were used to cover the acceptability construct of the AR 

technology. Some of the questions were comparing the traditional methods with the AR to 

observe which methods the participants preferred after the experiment. There were also some 

absolute questions to observe more information about accepting the AR method. These 

questions were randomly placed in the form to make sure that the participants won’t rate the 

questions after the name of the aspect, for example by giving the same rate to all the questions 

of the approval aspect. 

With the help of the questions in Table 5 where questions from Syberfeldt et al. (2015) have 

been modified and new questions were made to get the participants’ acceptability of the AR 

was rated and by comparing it with the traditional methods. The results will be more accurate 

because the results will reveal which method was preferred by the participants. These 

questions will also give a hint of why they preferred AR or why not. 

The questionnaire was formed using an online tool which is called Google Forms because it 

was for free and it can draw graphs of the answers directly. These graphs were important 

because they show the difference between the answers for each question. This was helpful 

because there was no need for calculating the data gathered for each question. 

The results are then presented in both graphs and tables by taking the mean and standard 

derivation. Then the results were compared to draw the conclusion of the AR and the 

traditional methods. To get reliable data from the questionnaire the inner consistency of each 

construct had to be measured. This was done by calculating the Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient 

for each construct and an overall coefficient telling us how reliable the entire questionnaire is. 

5.5.3 Semi structured Interview design 

The interview was chosen to achieve the AR experience from the assembly operators. This was 

also to determine if the AR application meet the requirements of the real assembly operators. 

The interview had open questions to give the participants the opportunity to describe their 

experience using the AR application in the experiment process. By using these type of 

questions, the answers were more accurate and gives qualitative data. The questions of the 

interviews were prepared as described in Interview section. According to Wohlin et al. (2012) 

Semi-structured interviews have questions that could be asked in different order, allow the 

interviews to be made without a preparation and allow exploration which means that every 

interview do not need to be identical to the previous interview. The benefit of the interviews 

was that new questions or follow up questions could be made if necessary to achieve the 

required data from the participants and these questions can be asked during the process. 

The questions listed in Table 6 were chosen because they will give the user experience using 

AR and cover the benefits and drawbacks of the AR. The questions were prepared according 

to Arhippainen et al. (2003) where they study the user experience in two adaptive applications 

by using interviews and observation.  

Some of the questions had follow up questions to understand the participants opinion in 

different areas which can be seen in Table 6. Some of the questions are similar to the previous 

interview questions to get feedback of the application and to see if the shop-floor workers 

(factory workers) have different opinions from the interviewed people in the usability test 
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where the participants were from the IT department. The interview results were compared to 

each other to get a better understanding of the similarity and differences in the answers. The 

questions were made in a way to understand the participants’ experience by using easy to 

answers questions. The participant did even have the chance to add something if something 

was missing or uncovered by the interview questions. All these questions complete each other 

to find out if the AR application was good enough as expected in the experiment. 

5.5.4 Questionnaire and interview environment 

The questionnaire was filled using a laptop placed in the factory where the experiment took 

place by the participants to make it easy for them to answer the questionnaire directly after 

the experiment and to save time as seen in Figure 8. Then the participants were asked the 

interview questions directly after filling the forms to save the participants time and to 

eliminate the need of bringing them back later to do the interview because their memory was 

still fresh and to avoid the possibility for them to discuss their opinions with other colleagues 

which could change their mind. 

Experience 

Explanation Questions 

To understand if the participants found the AR as they 

believed it be before they tested it and why. 

1. Did you think that the introduction of AR 

gave the same impression as when you tested 

it? 

If no what was the difference between the 

introduction and the real test? 

To find out if there was missing functionality in the AR 

application. 

2. Are there some missing functionality in the 

AR application that are necessary to be able 

to do the work? 

If yes which are they? 

To understand the participants experience using the AR 

methods to do the quality control process. 

3. Can you please describe your experience 

using the AR application was it fast? Slow? 

To cover the missing parts of the questions and to get 

new ideas for new questions for the next interview. 

4. Is there something more you want to add 

about AR that we haven’t talked about? 

Table 6 Interview question list and explanation. 
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Figure 8 Questionnaire and interview environment 

5.5.5 Alternative methods 

The alternative methods to interviews and questionnaire would be literature review, that is to 

collect data from other research studies to draw the conclusions. This method was not used 

because the existing research does not cover assembly assurance process which will make it 

hard to draw the conclusions and may lead to wrong conclusions. The second alternative 

method would be to conduct a case study to observe the participants’ reactions and 

performance in depth. This method could give more understanding of the participants’ choices 

and actions. The method was not chosen because it was time consuming.   

5.6 Objective 4 - Compile and interpret the results 

The results from each objective are first presented as raw data and then analysed. 

To test the AR prototype before using it in the experiment a qualitative research method was 

used, results are not statistic numbers, but qualitative answers. The data is collected from 

semi-structured interviews.  

To quantify and get data for the analysis of the results from the experiment objective 

measurements were collected; measuring the task completion times and accuracy/ error rates. 

Descriptive statistics were calculated for the questions on the questionnaire, that is mean, min 

and max and standard deviation. This was done to present the answers in a quantitative way 

and be able to draw conclusions on user’s answers. Qualitative data was collected through 

interviews to get the user experience and usability of the AR application. 
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6 Results and analysis  

6.1 Develop and evaluate an AR prototype 

The results and analysis of this objective was gathered and conducted by Erik Holstensson. 

6.1.1 Application feasibility study 

The result from the feasibility study was that an application could be made and that there were 

feasible frameworks that could be used. With Unity, and its integrated support of Vuforia, the 

prototype could be tested both on the computer on which it was developed (if the computer 

had a web camera attached) and on the device that was used in the experiment. The application 

in the feasibility study could only display an object on the screen when it detected a predefined 

marker and it could be interacted with by touching the marker, but it could be developed 

within a day and was working on several different mobile devices (i.e. phones and tablets). 

This indicated that it would be possible to create such application within the time limits of the 

thesis. 

The hardware used was current market mobile phones (Samsung Galaxy S6, Samsung Galaxy 

S8, and Oneplus One). As discussed in the method section, this would make it possible to 

counter any failures that could happen to the devices during the experiment since we could 

just swap to another mobile phone. Also, the Android operating system was the target platform 

of the application. This was also due to the availability of the hardware. Android 6.0 was the 

lowest required operating system version required.  

6.1.2 Application development and evaluation 

The development resulted in an application prototype that was ready to be used in the 

experiment. To get to this stage of the prototype, a series of interviews took place where five 

participants evaluated the application at various stages in the development. After the initial 

prototype was made, it was further developed to work in accordance to what the developer and 

the expert at hand thought was necessary for the experiment. See Table 7 for a list of features 

that was included in the first application prototype. 

When the initial features mentioned above had been implemented, the first evaluation took 

place. The participant was informed about the project, the task, and what they were supposed 

to look for during the usage of the application. After the task was done, the interview took 

place and the issues found were discussed. Full transcription of the interviews from this 

evaluation can be found in Appendix B. The main issues found from the first interview was 

that the list of add-ons was not necessary in the current format (i.e. it displayed the name of 

the add-ons and highlighted the names when found), there was no feedback when interacting 

with a bolt on the display, and border indicators to show the user when a bolt is outside of the 

display. For a compiled list of issue from all the evaluations, see Appendix G. To see the issues 

for each participant, see Appendix E. It has the issues identified listed per participant and have 

the measures made to handle the issues. The issues were discussed during the interview and 

elaborated upon where needed to find a desirable solution if the user thought there was one. 

After the interviews, the participants often continued to talk and offer good feedback, but these 

were not recorded even if they were taken into consideration when analysing the answers and 

redesigning the application. 
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Partial list of features 

No Feature Description 

1. Marker recognition The possibility to recognise markers and display objects relative to 

these markers 

2. Save results The results were saved at the end of a successful test. The results 

were saved both locally and sent to a remote server. 

3. Interact with bolts The possibility to interact with the bolts on the screen, to mark them 

for variance control. 

4. Set group Set the group that is currently running the task (e.g. Group 1 does 

AR first and paper sheets as second, Group 2 doing paper sheets 

first and AR second). 

5. See the results It was possible to verify that the results had been saved. Also 

displaying mean and max/min of a group’s results. 

Table 7 List of features in the early application prototype 

This process continued until five participants had evaluated the application and measures had 

been taken to fix any relevant issues that were raised. The more important issues that were 

raised by the participants can be found in Table 8. These issues were the more serious issues 

for a usable application, and therefore they were given priority during the design phase. The 

issues could spawn unnecessary questions and uncertainty during the task and were therefore 

considered important. 

Main issues raised by participants in the application evaluation 

No Description 

1 The list of add-ons was unnecessary, but the information about number of bolts associated 

with a marker, and the progress of which markers was detected should be represented more 

clearly. 

2 Feedback for interactions with the bolts on the screen. 

3 Information about if all bolt is on screen or not. The number of bolts was not necessary to 

have on the screen all the time, but a marker at the screen border to indicate that a bolt was 

outside of the view was requested. 

4 An icon in the upper left corner that was indicating that a test was ongoing was not necessary 

and could spawn questions about what it was doing there. 

Table 8 Important usability issues raised by participants 

Table 9 shows a list of issues, including the issues in Table 8, together with the measures 

taken to fix the issues. Some issues and features were more complex, like adding progress bar 

and border indicators, and could therefore not always be implemented in a final form before 

the next evaluation phase. In a case like this, if the feature was usable even if not complete, the 

feature was tested as-is and the feedback were analysed with this in mind. 

The participants were of various background, gender, and profession. Amongst the five 

interviews made only two had any experience from an assembly line. Four of the participants 

were employed and the IT department in the same company, while the fifth were a student 

doing a school project at the company. Of the five interviewees, one was a student, one was a 

business analyst, and three were developers. The developers each had a different role in the 

company, one was programming, one was an architect and the last one was a tester. Some of 
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the participants had used and/or developed for AR previously, the device mentioned were 

Microsoft HoloLens. None of the participants experienced any annoyances during the 

handling of the device or when using the application and none of the users expressed 

frustration during the task. All participants agreed on that the introduction had enough 

information to be able to perform the task, and no extra documentation was needed, and all 

the participants thought the application was easy enough to learn how to use. 

Issues that were found and the measures made to fix them 

Issues Measures 

Add-on list were not usable in its 

original form. 

Implemented a progress bar to indicate what marks the users 

have visited, and which mark the used are currently 

displaying.  

Feedback when interacting with a 

bolt. 

Haptic feedback was implemented. 

Alert if bolts are outside the 

display. 

Implemented three types of indicators for further testing. They 

all alerted the user in some way that a bolt was outside the 

displayed area. The indicator types were: 

Full border control: The border of the display is red if any 

bolts are outside the display, else they are green. 

Partial border control: The border on the side of which a bolt 

is outside the display are red, else there are no borders 

present. (The default option) 

Arrows: Arrows at the edge of the display indicate that a bolt is 

outside. 

The top left corner icons 

(record/paus) spawned questions 

during the interview. 

Top left corner icon only displays paus marker when test is not 

running, and nothing when it is not running. 

The number of bolts gave no 

useful information after  

The bolt number was removed. Side indicators were sufficient 

Introduction was not sufficient, 

missing information about the 

progress bar. 

Extra information about the progress bar in the introduction. 

Wanted a demonstration of the 

task in the introduction. 

Implemented a small demonstration for the introduction. 

Table 9 Issues that were found and the measures to fix them 

All the users completed the task. Three of the participants completed the task without any 

handling error, and the remaining two participants one error of handling each; one being 

accidental double tapping when marking a variance, and the other tried to interact with the 

bolt on the cardboard instead of tapping the bolt on the display, but soon corrected the 

behaviour. Information about the handling of the application was present in the introduction. 

After the fifth interview, and confirming that no serious issues were present, the application 

was checked against the requirements, see Table 10. After concluding that all the requirements 

were met, the application was ready to be used in the experiment. As the requirements were 

of a more technical way, the last interview also was a way to make sure that no serious 

interaction was present and that the application would not be found to not be able to do its job 

during the experiment. 
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An observation from the answers and the extra not recorded comments after the interviews 

was that an interface that only had the bare minimum of items to function was preferred by 

most of the participants. Some of the items on the screen did not make sense to the 

participants, for example number of bolts when there were border indicators, and the 

recording button which was displayed when the timer for the task had started did not provide 

anything useful for the usability. A sparse interface containing only the bolt indicators, the 

border indicators only when bolts were off screen, an instructional text to find a marker if none 

were found, and a small beam frame position indicator and progress bar. Another comment 

that was made by several of the participants, and even from other people that heard of the 

project, was that it would be of use if the application could detect errors automatically. This is 

something that would minimize, or even eliminate the possibility of human errors in the 

assembly assurance process, but it would require a more advanced technical solution to be 

doable, and due to the limitations in resources of this thesis, this was not something that was 

explored further. 

Requirement verification 

Requirement Fulfilled 

Must work on available hardware Yes. Works on the mobile phones that are going to be used in 

the experiment. 

Must be easy to setup and use Default settings are the one which will be used in the 

experiment. After an install, the application can be used in the 

experiment at once. 

Must be free to use in the study Yes, the licenses allow it. 

Must be able to customize to fit 

the experiment 

Since the application is custom made for the experiment, it 

has all the customizations needed for the experiment. 

Must be able to measure duration 

of a test. 

Yes. 

Must be able to measure the 

errors made by the user. 

Yes. 

Must be able to save the results At the end of an experiment, the application will save the 

results both locally and send them to an external server. 

Results can also be sent to the server later if there are no 

connections available at the time. 

Table 10 AR application requirement verification 

6.2 Usability evaluation of using AR in assembly assurance   

Sarbast Jundi has the responsibility to analyse the gathered data from the experiment. 

6.2.1 Usability (Effectiveness and efficiency) 

This subchapter presents the objective measurements; measured error rate and task 

completion time, also the performed statistical analysis. An alpha level of 0.05 (two-tailed) 

was used the statistical tests.  

6.2.2 Descriptive statistics 

A total of 20 workers participated in the study. Number of faults and the task completion time 

were observed, and the mean time and standard deviation were calculated. Figure 9 illustrates 
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the mean time of completion for the assembly assurance task. Figure 10 shows the mean 

number of errors made by the workers. That is a worker has missed to mark a misplaced bolt 

or didn’t detect the intentionally wrong sized bolts. The time needed to carry out the assembly 

control varied significantly between the participants using the paper instructions, label and 

the ones using the AR application. The workers who used AR application had an average time 

of 51 seconds and the ones using paper-based instructions had an average time of 176 seconds 

and paper Label having 61 seconds (see Figure 9). 

 

Figure 9 Time completion: mean and 

standard deviation 

 

Figure 10 Error rate and standard 

deviation 

Regarding error frequency, the AR application wins with a mean of 0.15 errors. The paper-

based instructions had a mean of 1.7 errors and the paper label had a mean of 0.5 errors see 

Figure 9. When the subjects used the instructions on paper they often missed to mark the bolts 

having the wrong size due to the representation of the beam frame on the paper. Almost all of 

them had a hard time to match the pattern on the paper with the pattern on the cardboard 

beam frame, even though it wasn’t that complicated compared to a real beam frame which is 

longer and have a lot more holes in it. The ones following the paper label however, did the 

verification control with less errors due to the label been placed on top of the beam frame and 

easy to see which bolts are to be controlled. The ones using AR did almost no errors, this is 

because the workers had the required information to do the task in their field of view and they 

didn’t need to change focus between the AR application and the task. 

The grouping of subjects meant that some participants started the experiment with AR and 

some of them started with other instructional media. This is done due to the familiarity with 

the assembly verification task and due to the validity of the results. The researchers wanted to 

see if there was a difference in time when a subject started the experiment with one method. 

Since each participant used two methods to do the same task. The researchers believed that 

after conducting the first part of the experiment the subjects would know in advance what the 

next task is.  However, this study showed that there wasn’t a significant difference between 

these different groups, which means it didn’t matter if the subject started the experiment with 

AR or paper instructions or vice versa. As seen in Figure 11, the median is around 50 seconds 

for all groups. 
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Figure 11 Shows differences in time using AR 

The same goes for the paper-based instructions see Figure 12 and paper label see Figure 13. 

This means that the differences in time didn’t variy when a subject started with one of the 

methods first. 

This significant difference in time indicates that there is of course an improvement in quality 

control process when the users don’t have to change focus between the work and the 

instructional media. With the instructions on paper having the highest consumption time. 

This is regarding to the change of focus between the instructional media and the assembly 

verification task, also due to the representation of the beam frame on the paper-sheet. With 

the recently constructed paper label having a quite short consumption time. This is because 

the paper label was directly taped on top of the beam frame and the bolt pattern matched the 

one on the cardboard. With the AR system having the lowest time consumption indicates that 

 

Figure 12 Shows a time spreadth using 

paper instructions 

 

Figure 13 Shows a time spreadth using labels 
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this instructional media is effective to use in assembly assurance and the users didn’t have to 

switch attention between the instructions and the task. After getting the data from the 

participants the researchers could see a clear pattern in time differences between these 

methods, see Figure 14. 

 

Figure 14 Shows the task completion time for each participant 

The significant difference in errors made by participants as seen in Figure 15, shows that AR 

leads to fewer errors compared to other instructional medium. The reason for this is because 

of the design of the application, where both the cardboard beam frame and the instructions 

were in the user’s field of view. Another reason was that the participants didn’t have to change 

focus as mentioned in the time differences above. This was the same for the  paper label, the 

users didn’t had to switch attentions between the intructional media and the component to be 

assembled. As for the paper instructions. The users had to change the focus and often missed 

some bolts or didn’t know which part of the beam frame they were looking at. This in turn led 

to increased number of faults and time consumption.  

  

Figure 15 Shows errors made by each participant 
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6.2.3 Effect of instructional medium on efficiency (time)  

One -way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was done to see the effect of the instructional media 

on time taken to complete the assembly verification task. The comparisons are all pair wise 

among the treatments (AR, paper sheet, paper label). The analysis shows that there is a 

statistically significant difference in time between AR and paper sheet (p= 2.07 * 10^16). 

Regarding AR and paper label (p=0,0763). It doesn’t seem to be a significant difference, 

sometimes these instructional media had almost the same time see participant 16 and 19 in 

Figure 14. There is another interesting outlier, subject number 7 and 15 who completed the 

task with paper label quicker than AR. ANOVA analysis show that AR and paper label have a 

significantly shorter time compared to instructions on paper sheets. Hypothesis is supported 

AR has the advantage in time compared to other methods.  

6.2.4 Effect of instructional medium on effectiveness (number of errors) 

One-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was done to see the effect of the instructional media 

on error rate to complete the assembly verification task. The comparisons are all pair wise. 

The analysis shows that there is a significantly difference between AR and paper F-crit 4.1959 

(p= 0,0003193). And the effect between AR and paper label (p=0,08249) shows a trend toward 

a significance. The hypothesis is supported AR led to a reduced number of errors. 

6.3 User acceptance evaluation - Questionnaire and interview 

The results and analysis of this objective was gathered and conducted by Ram Hamid.  

6.3.1 Interview dry-run - results 

The interview questions have been modified after every interview because they were not very 

clear for the participants and needed to be more descriptive. The first question has been 

changed completely because it wasn’t that clear and the participants didn’t know how to 

answer it properly. The participants from the dry-run have been also asked if the questions 

were easy to understand and they said yes after the modifications. The results from the 

participants was that the AR did function properly, and it was fast. For the last question they 

had nothing to add as seen in Appendix D. 

6.3.2 Questionnaire dry-run - results 

The questions from the questionnaire was not changed because the questions were 

understandable by the participants and the answers gave the needed data to compile the 

results. The questionnaire was given to two participants and they had to choose between 1 and 

6 for each question. The results show that AR was more acceptable by the participants than 

the traditional methods and the results show that the participants want to use AR to do the 

quality check process in the future. The form can be seen in Appendix D. 

6.3.3 Questionnaire – Results 

Following tables show descriptive statistics for each of the defined constructs in the 

questionnaire. The number of participants was 19 because one of the participants did not have 

time to fill the questionnaire after the experiment. The raw data of the questionnaire can be 

found in Appendix F. Each participant answered the questions by rating between 1 (strongly 

disagree) and 6 (strongly agree). The tables are represented down below to show the exact 

number of the mean and standard derivation for diagram. 
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Question of approval aspect Mean Std. deviation 

I would like to use similar AR tools to do the 

assembly job in the future 

4,89 1,05 

Using AR to verify the assembly assurance is 

more interesting than using paper 

instructions/paper label 

5,47 0,61 

I think using AR in the industrial environment 

increases productivity 

5,47 0,61 

I think using tablets/mobile phones is a quick 

way to do a quick verification of the assembly 

5,37 0,68 

Table 11 The mean and standrad deviation of the questions in the approval aspect. 

Using AR was approved by the participants as seen in Figure 16 and Table 11. which means 

that the participant wants to use augmented reality is more interesting, fast, increase 

productivity and want to use similar AR technology in the future. 

 

Figure 16 Mean results of the approval aspect. 

The participants were satisfied by the AR method compared to the traditional methods as seen 

in Figure 17 and Table 12. By looking at the diagram the participants thought that AR was more 

enjoyable, not frustrating and more satisfying to use than the traditional methods. The 

participants thought that AR was not mentally demanding. The satisfaction level aspect has 3 

question that have been negated to see if the participants did answer properly and not just 

answer without thinking which are 2, 3 and 4 as seen in Figure 17. 
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4,00

5,00

6,00

1 2 3 4

Strongly agree

Strongly disagree

Question

Approval mean results

1. I would like to use similar AR tools 
to do the assembly job in the future.

2. Using AR to verify the assembly 
assurance is more interesting than 
using paper instructions/paper label.

3. I think using AR in the industrial 
environment increases productivity.

4. I think using tablets/mobile 
phones is a quick way to do a quick 
verification of the assembly.
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Question of satisfaction level aspect Mean Std. deviation 

I think using AR is more enjoyable than using 

paper instructions/paper label 

5,32 0,75 

I found the AR frustrating compared to paper 

instructions/paper label 

1,68 1,34 

I found the AR mentally demanding compared to 

paper instructions/paper label 

2,26 1,66 

I did find that paper instructions/paper label is 

more satisfying to use 

2,00 1,37 

Table 12 The mean and standard deviation of the questions in the satisfaction 

level aspect. 

 

Figure 17 Mean results of the satisfaction level aspect. 

The participants thought that it was easier to use AR than using the traditional methods where 

operating, understanding and grasping the use of AR was easy. The participants also thought 

that the use of AR is not time or energy consuming as seen in Figure 18 and Table 13. This was 

also confirmed by looking at the number of errors and time results that are represented in 

objective 2. 

1,00

2,00

3,00

4,00

5,00

6,00

1 2 3 4

Strongly agree

Strongly disagree

Question

Satisfaction level mean results 1. I think using AR is more 
enjoyable than using paper 
instructions/paper label.

2. I found the AR frustrating 
compared to paper 
instructions/paper label.

3. I found the AR mentally 
demanding compared to paper 
instructions/paper label.

4. I did find that paper 
instructions/paper label is more 

Question of ease-of-use aspect Mean Std. deviation 

Operating AR is not difficult compared to 

paper instructions/paper label 

5,37 0,68 

I found AR easy to understand and to do the 

assembly assurance 

5,47 0,61 

I can quickly grasp how to operate AR 

compared to paper instructions/paper label 

5,21 0,71 

Learning to use this AR tool does not cost me a 

great deal of time and energy 

5,26 1,19 

Table 13 The mean and standrad deviation of the questions in the ease-of-use aspect. 
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Figure 18 Mean results of the ease-of-use aspect. 

The results show that the AR solution is accepted by the participants and would like to use it 

for the quality control in the future.  

Cronbach’s alpha   

Construct Number of questions Cronbach’s’ 

alpha 

Approval  4 0,82 

Satisfaction level  4 0,68 

Ease-of-use  4 0,35 

Overall  12 0,61 

Table 14 Crobach's alpha results. 

Table 14 shows that the reliability of approval and satisfaction level were pretty good, but the 

ease-of-use aspect was bad according to Cronbach’s alpha measures according to Tavakol et 

al. (2011). This might have been affected by the number of participants which need to be higher 

to get more reliable data, by the number of questions, and by the correlations which can reduce 

the alpha. The overall value of Cronbach’s alpha was pretty good for a questionnaire. 

6.3.4 Interview - Results 

Two participants of each subcategory from the experiment were interviewed after the 

experiment which makes them eight in total to get the user experience. The raw data can be 

found in Appendix F. 

Table 15 shows the analysis of the results which says that the AR application was adequate to 

perform the experiment and that it was not missing any functionality, was fast and easy to use. 

But the results also show that the participants want some improvements to make the use of 

AR easier. For example, by using glasses or by making the application capable of detecting the 

errors by itself. 
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Ease-of-use mean results

1. Operating AR is not difficult 
compared to paper 
instructions/paper label.

2. I found AR easy to understand 
and to do the assembly 
assurance.

3. I can quickly grasp how to 
operate AR compared to paper 
instructions/paper label.

4. Learning to use this AR tool 
does not cost me a great deal of 
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The questions The analysis of the answers 

1. Did you think that the introduction of AR 

gave the same impression as when you 

tested it? 

If no what was the difference between the 

introduction and the real test? 

The answer of the all the participants was that the 

impression was the same as the description of the AR 

technology before starting the experiment. The 

participants said also that it was easier to use the AR 

application than the information that was given in 

the introduction. 

2. Are there some missing functionality in 

the AR application that are necessary to be 

able to do the work? 

If yes which are they? 

The participants said there was nothing missing but 

they would like to be able to tap the beam frame than 

taping in the mobile phone. Some said that it would 

be easier to use glasses instead of mobile phones or 

tablets and that the application should detect the 

faults by itself. 

3. Can you please describe your experience 

using the AR application was it fast? Slow? 

All the participants said that the AR application was 

very fast, good and straight on. 

4. Is there something more you want to add 

about AR that we haven’t talked about? 

The participants said that they have nothing to add 

but they thought that it would be interesting to see 

what AR can be used for more than this experiment 

and how long would it take to implement the solution 

and which operators would be involved. 

Table 15 Analysis of the interviews 
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7 Discussion 

7.1 Summary 

Each time a vehicle is produced, an order specification must be printed out and follow the 

vehicle throughout the assembly. Each specification is unique, thus producing a lot of paper 

that cannot be reused for other products. These paper sheets and labels contain all the 

information needed for a vehicle to be assembled but can be hard to interpret and find a 

specific piece of information when needed. When the assembly assurance technicians control 

the assembly status of a vehicle, this must be fast and accurate to make sure the rest of the 

assembly line does not have to be forced to stop just to correct errors. This is the motivation 

behind this study, to determine if AR is a feasible alternative to current methods regarding 

accuracy and speed of the verification. Additionally, this study measures the acceptability and 

usability aspects of AR for the assembly assurance process. 

To be able to measure the difference between the three methods AR, paper sheets, and paper 

labels, a prototype was created. This prototype consisted of a cardboard beam frame 

representing a real vehicle beam frame, assembly assurance instructions printed out on paper 

sheets and labels, and an AR application for a mobile phone. The usability of the application 

was evaluated during the development to catch any usability faults early in the process. For 

the experiment the participants were divided into four groups. Each group tried out AR and 

one of the paper methods. Two of the groups did AR first and a paper method after, and the 

other two groups did paper methods first followed by AR. After the experiment the 

participants were asked to fill out a questionnaire and participate in a small interview about 

their experience of using AR for the assembly assurance task. 

In the development phase, the evaluations of the application showed that a sparse interface 

was favoured and only the bare minimum of functions needed to do the task were preferred to 

be displayed on the screen. For the assembly assurance task itself, the experiment showed that 

AR did indeed produce less errors. Using the paper label as verification did take just slightly 

more time as using AR, while also producing slightly more errors. The paper sheet was the 

least good method in both the duration it took and in number of errors made.  

The acceptance, satisfaction and learnability of the AR was positive from all the participants, 

and this indicates that the acceptance of introducing this method in a production environment 

would be welcomed by the workers. The user experience of the AR showed that the application 

design and functionality was good for the experiment. 

7.2 Conclusion 

A sparse interface for an application of this kind was something that came up as preferred 

during the evaluations in the development phase. Less information in the field of view made 

the border and bolt indicators easier to detect and made it easier to see and interact with the 

bolts on the screen. Furthermore, indicators to show when something was wrong or to give 

feedback to the user when they interacted with the device was desired. These improvements 

were found during the evaluation using the Consolidated Usability Model method discussed 

by Abran et al. (2003) as a guide and letting the participants discuss the usage of the 

application using open ended questions. 
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The experiment result indicates that AR could be beneficial in improving the workers 

performance. Additionally, workers found AR to be quicker to do the assembly verification 

check than any other paper-based methods. The results also show that AR indeed reduced the 

duration it took to do the assembly assurance task while also leading to less errors. Doing the 

assembly assurance with labels only took slightly longer time than doing it with AR but did 

produce more errors. With this result it can be concluded that AR was slightly better than label 

in terms of time and errors but was considerably faster and more accurate than using paper 

sheets. 

The results of the questionnaire showed that the participants were interested in augmented 

reality and they preferred it over the traditional methods because it was easier to use. This 

indicates that AR could have good effect on the assembly assurance quality and industry. 

The user experience interviews showed that the developed application was good for its 

purpose, but the workers wanted a more advanced application. Extra functionality was 

indicated in the evaluation of the application during the development phase, but it was also 

noted that the application was advanced enough to be used in the experiment. 

AR has its limitations in technology (e.g. HMD’s are big and clunky) but is in advancement 

today which means that AR devices in the future can be more suitable for tasks like assembly 

assurance. Even so, AR could be used for assembly assurance tasks today as it gives the system 

a way of validating that an assembly assurance worker has been through all the sections of a 

product. Other methods (i.e. labels and paper sheets) does not provide this validation. This 

validation, and since this thesis’ results indicates that AR is faster and more accurate that the 

previously mentioned methods, makes AR an interesting field to do further studies and to try 

out in production. 

7.3 Discussion 

By conducting this study, we have witnessed the great potential and acceptance of the AR 

application. The study shows that in an assembly assurance process, workers’ performance 

will be enhanced by the AR application. Using AR as an assistance guide increases the workers 

productivity and efficiency. 

AR is not only one technique but consist of several methods to produce an augmented world. 

In this study the mobile phone was the only AR device used in the experiment. In the beginning 

of the study there were several potential options. These options included, but were not limited 

to Spatial AR, HoloLens HMD, GearVR HMD and using tablets. 

Spatial AR was excluded due to technical reasons. The technique uses a projector to project an 

image onto an object. This is useful to use AR without glasses, HMD’s, or mobile devices since 

it projects the superimposed image onto an object. The limitations being that the object must 

be tracked somehow with an external camera, is hard to read input, and if it cannot be tracked 

it has to be perfectly still. Finally, it must be mounted in a way so that it does not obscure the 

object when the user performs the intended task. Some of these factors were not feasible in 

the environment where the experiment took place thus the technique was discarded. 

HMD’s were considered in the form of HoloLens and the VR solution GearVR to with video 

pass-through as AR. HoloLens had a way to interact with the user by using a finger as a button 
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inside the field of view of the sensors but lacked in the field of view for the superimposed 

image. GearVR lacked since it could not interact in a useful way with the VR content. Most 

headsets do require a bit of setup for the participants to set focus, explain how it works etc. 

Due to the reasons mentioned, HMD were discarded as AR technique. 

The results show that using AR both produce less errors and takes less time than using paper 

sheets and paper labels. The results are comparable to the results in the study by Baird et al. 

(1999), which is an early study that showed that AR was an improvement in assembly tasks 

already back in 1999. Together with the results from Wiedenmaier et al. (2003), Tang et al.  

(2003) and Hou et al. (2013), which all use AR for assembly tasks, the conclusion was that 

both assembly operation and assembly assurance tasks can benefit from using AR. In all the 

studies above AR produced less errors but was not always faster. 

Syberfeldt et al. (2015) also showed that using AR made it easier to understand the task. This 

shows in the results that the time it took to complete the task was shorter than with any of the 

paper-based methods. This can be useful for educational purposes when new personnel need 

to learn the procedures. It can also be useful for experienced personnel to alert them when a 

variant is found.  

The results from the questionnaire and interviews could have been different if they were 

conducted at the manufacturing factory (e.g. in Tuve where some of the Volvo trucks are 

assembled). The answers of the interviews could also have been different because the AR 

application could be missing critical features needed to make it useful for an actual assembly 

assurance worker. The results could have been different if the questionnaire and interviews 

were conducted in another factory or another country. The results were not that similar to the 

results from Syberfeldt et al. (2015) because in this experiment the participants did not think 

that it is mentally demanding neither hard to use. The results may have been different because 

of the different approaches in this experiment and the experiment in used Syberfeldt et al. 

(2015) to gather the data and it also may have been affected by the fact that in this experiment 

mobile devices have been used to conduct the experiment instead of head mounted display. 

The results could have been more reliable if the number of participants was higher, but this 

study was limited to time and resources. 

With more time and resources, other AR methods could be explored. A better adapted 

application for a specific task in assembly assurance could have been developed. An evaluation 

that took place during a longer period of time could be conducted, and more realistic products 

could be used as the object of evaluation. It could take place in a real production environment 

where an actual item of that kind is produced. 

7.4 Ethical aspects  

The experiment participants were informed about the experiment purpose, the aim of the 

experiment and the motivation. They didn’t know what group they belong to this due to the 

validity of the results. They received the instructions on how to do the experiment and why 

they were observed. They were also informed about the project being done in cooperation with 

Volvo Group IT. The participants who were interested in the results of the report were referred 

to the public database Diva, which is where the final report is submitted. The experimenters 

explained to the participants that the participation was voluntary. The participants were 

informed about the interviews done to evaluate the usability of the product during 
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development. All participants were anonymous and asked if the interviews could be recorded. 

This study is going to be public and can be used for research studies. References and 

quotations are made according to Harvard standard. Any information collected from other 

researchers is referred to. 

This study can be used by companies and researchers as a ground for further study and 

development of AR usability within an industrial manufacturing company. The usage of AR 

can also expand beyond manufacturing into other domains (e.g. maintenance, games, and in 

the medical field) to get a more interactive, precise, and see-through (e.g. can see inside a 

human by overlaying its inner parts onto the body), which in turn can help when teaching new 

staff within a profession. Using AR has a potential of lowering the cost of equipment (e.g. AR 

ready mobile phones are common today, so that no special devices needed) and can help the 

work towards a paperless society while also saving trees in the process. All this can in turn lead 

to cost savings for companies, organizations, or the government. 

The Terms of Service for the development tools were made sure that they permitted the usage 

for such a project as this study. The development tools were (Unity, 2018) with (Vuforia, 

2018).  

7.5 Validity threats 

When it comes to planning of the experiment it is essential to consider the threats to validity 

to get adequate validity of the results. Adequate validity means that the experiment results are 

valid for the population the study is done on. The results should also be valid for a larger 

population in order to be generalizable. Since the experiment was designed to answer the 

hypothesis of the study done in a manufacturing company, it is sufficient that the results are 

valid within this specific company. The study also refers to other companies within the same 

study field, that is why the results should be generalizable and the experiment can be 

reconstructed and conducted on other shop-floor workers in other companies. The threats to 

validity are classified into four different types: internal validity, external validity, construct 

validity, conclusion validity (Wohlin et al. 2012) Validity Evaluation pp 102. 

Threats to the internal validity: There must be a causal relationship between the 

treatment and the outcome and the aim is to make sure that causation is not a result of an 

uncontrolled variable. Factors that have an impact on this validity are how the participants are 

selected and divided into groups, and how the participants are treated during the experiment.  

Threats to the external validity: This validity is concerned with generalization. Can the 

results be generalized outside the scope of the study? In other words, can company with a 

similar environment reconstruct the study?  External validity is affected by the design of the 

experiment and the chosen participants.  

Threats to the construct validity: Threats to this validity refer to the extent to which the 

experiment setup really reflects the construct.  

Social threats to construct validity: These threats are related to the behaviour of 

participants and the experimenters. They may act differently and affect the results.  
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Threats to conclusion validity: Sometimes referred to as statistical conclusion. Threats to 

this are the issues that affect the ability to draw correct conclusions. E.g. sample size, statistical 

tests and how careful the experiment was conducted. 

Below follows a selection of threats that are relevant for each objective. 

7.5.1 Objective 1 – Threats to the development of the application 

 [Internal validity] Selection is an internal threat that was relevant since if the selection 

group was too similar the evaluation results would most likely not find all kinds of 

usability errors. The participation was voluntary, and in some cases the subjects asked 

to be part of the evaluation. The participants were from different professions, ages, and 

sexes to get different views on the interface but all of them were positioned in the same 

office space. This is also relevant to objective 2 and objective 3. 

 [Conclusion validity] Random heterogeneity of subjects is something that was 

considered since if using participants with the same background, experience with AR, 

and experience with application development could affect how they looked at the 

application and how they used it. It was hard to counter but choosing at least some of 

the participants that did have different background and profession to do the evaluation 

of the application. 

  [Internal validity] Diffusion or imitation of treatments is a social threat to the internal 

validity since a subject in the evaluation could learn about the evaluation from an 

earlier participant thus making them biased towards how they used the application 

and what they looked after when identifying errors. This threat was not countered. 

 [Construct validity] Inadequate pre-operational explication of constructs is a relevant 

threat to the construct validity since the participants need to know what they should 

look for. If not clear enough what the objective of the evaluation is, the participants 

cannot answer the questions correctly and may give inadequate answers that could, in 

worst case, make the evaluation unusable. It was countered by presenting the 

participants with a as complete as possible presentation of the project, and what the 

aim of the evaluation was as well as information on what they were looking for in the 

evaluation. 

 [External validity] Interaction of selection and treatment is a relevant threat since the 

people who would use this would be current assembly line workers and the participants 

in the evaluation would not belong to this category. Participants with different 

backgrounds, experience of AR and experience of working in an assembly line were 

chosen as subjects to the evaluation. 

7.5.2 Objective 2 - Threats to the validity of the experiment 

 [Internal validity] To avoid the threat of Instrumentation the data collected from the 

experiment was carefully observed and inspected. A document was created to follow 

which bolts the participants missed.  

  [Internal validity] Resentful demoralization: could in some cases be a potential 

threat, since some of the workers weren’t motivated to use traditional methods and 

instead wanted to learn something new using AR. 

 [External validity] Interaction of selection and treatment, is effect of not having the 

population representative of target population we want to generalize the results to. 
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This was handled by having assembly workers as test subjects. This threat is also 

relevant to the questionnaire and interviews in objective 3. 

 [External validity] Another potential threat may be the interaction of setting and 

treatment, which means that experiment is done on toy problems (wrong place). 

However, this threat was handled by conducting the experiment in the same 

environment as the workers.  

 [Construct validity] Hypothesis guessing could be a potential threat since some 

participants figured out the intended purpose of the experiment and based their 

behavior on that. 

 [Construct validity] Evaluation apprehension was a potential threat since some 

participants were afraid to be evaluated and perform bad in front of their co-workers 

and tried to double check the verification to get better results during the experiment.  

 [Conclusion validity] Reliability of measures: This is directly connected to the 

reliability of the experiment. This could be a potential threat, since the time took to do 

the verification task was not 100% accurate in all cases also observing the faults done 

by the participants was done manually and the experimenter may have missed some 

of the faults. This threat is relevant to the designing of the questions in the 

questionnaire and interviews in objective 3. 

 [External validity] Reliability of treatment implementation: Was not a risk since the 

implementation of the treatment was the same over different participants and all of 

them received the same instructions.  

7.5.3 Objective 3 – Threats to the user acceptance and experience evaluation 

There are many threats that are relevant to the questionnaire and interviews and they have 

been minimized by different approaches but here are the most critical threats and in which 

way they have minimized. 

 [Conclusion validity] Low statistical power: This threat was relevant because of the 

number of the participants available to conduct the questionnaire and interviews on. 

This was also relevant for objective 2. The threat is minimized by having as many 

participants as possible. The number of participants in this case was 19 because one of 

the participants did not have time to fill the questionnaire. 

  [Internal validity] Instrumentation: This was relevant because of the design of the 

questions in the questionnaire and interview. This threat was minimized by forming 

the questions according to existing articles to make them more reliable. 

 [Construct validity] Experimenter expectancies: this was relevant because there can 

be question bias when making the questions to get the desired answers and this threat 

has been minimized by creating neutral non-leading questions and by looking at 

existing questions found in articles. 

7.6 Future work 

It would be interesting to measure the results using other variations of the application and 

hardware. Using a mobile phone may have been a good choice for the study but may not be a 

feasible solution if an AR assemble assurance system was deployed in production. Depending 

on what and where the system is meant to be used, other AR devices and versions of the 

software would be more suitable. AR techniques that could be used instead of a mobile device 
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includes, but are not limited to, spatial AR, HMD’s and computer tablets with a camera 

attached. It would also be interesting to try a combination of devices, like using spatial AR (e.g. 

to display information onto an area) together with a mobile device (e.g. to get more 

information about a specific object within the area). Combining techniques in this way could 

provide means to overlay additional information only when needed, like when doing the 

quality controls. 

By using another AR development framework with more features would be of interest. If the 

framework has support for room awareness, a factory area could be constructed and 

remembered inside the AR environment and provide a visual overlay with information about 

products, machines, and other important things inside a work floor. With support for object 

recognition, the application could recognize the products and display information about them 

instead of relying on markers to be scanned. Nowadays most of the AR devices available have 

means of connecting to a computer network of some kind, the factory environment could be 

updated in real-time and provide a more complete picture of the status of a factory. Below are 

some future work and improvements. 

Conducting the evaluations using a control group. This would make it possible to use statistical 

tools to evaluate the hypothesis, as for now the hypothesis is not being tested. With a control 

group a t-test would be feasible. Using more participants in each group would help assure that 

outliers would not affect the results. 

Using a real beam frame or other object that is produced by the company. This, together with 

conducting the evaluations in a real workplace would raise the validity of the evaluation since 

it would reflect more how the technology would compare against the traditional methods in a 

real scenario. E.g. In the Tuve factory in Gothenburg with the personnel doing the task today 

would help understanding what problems may occur and what possibilities that could exists 

when using AR on a real task. Also extend the products used in the task to other areas, e.g. 

verifying the assembly on an engine or on a fuse box. Doing a more complex task would be 

useful to find out if AR can be used in more advanced jobs other than just verifying bolt 

assembly. Using experts in the domain when designing the various parts of the evaluation to 

help identifying gaps in this study. 

More complete evaluations of the usability, acceptance, and user experience. Using 

combinations of e.g. experiments, questionnaires, interviews, and observations would give a 

better understanding of e.g. how the workers use the technology, if it can be feasible for the 

tasks conducted, and how well it is being accepted by the workers. Also evaluate relevant 

aspects other than the ones mentioned above to find other problems and possibilities that are 

more difficult to predict. 
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 Consolidated Usability Model 

All traits and questions that was needed to get the trait answered. Also includes traits that 

were not evaluated, these are stricken through. 

Consolidated Usability Model (any traits with a line through was not used) 

Characteristic Trait to be answered Notes (N:) / Questions (Q:) 

Effectiveness Percentage of tasks 

accomplished 

N: Did the user complete the task? 

If Yes: 

 Q: Why couldn’t you complete the task? 

Q: Did you feel that the application did what you 

expected and nothing else? 

Ratio on failure of 

handling 

N: Did the user fail in the handling of the device? 

If Yes: 

 Q: What caused the failure/Where did the 

failure happen/Why did the failure happen? 

Percentage of tasks 

achieved per unit of 

time 

 

Efficiency Repetitions’ number 

of failed commands 

Q: Did any command fail? Examples: touch didn’t 

work, or marker didn’t trigger. 

If Yes: 

 Q: Which commands failed? 

 Q: How much time did you spend on them? 

Documentation or 

help’s use frequency 

Q: Do you think documentation would have helped you 

at any point? 

Errors’ percentage  

Time spent on error N: Approximation of time spent on the failed 

commands. 

Time to achieve one 

task 

N: Time to achieve the task 
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Number of good and 

bad characteristics 

recalled by users 

 

Number of available 

commands not called 

upon 

Q: Any feature/commands you saw but didn’t use? 

If Yes: 

 Q: Which features/commands didn’t you use? 

Satisfaction Percentage of users’ 

favorable and 

unfavorable 

comments  

 

Number of times that 

user expresses his 

frustration 

N: Number of times that user express frustration. 

Rating scale for users’ 

satisfaction with 

functions and 

characteristic 

 

Q: Did you find the GUI satisfying for the task? 

Q: Did you miss any commands? 

Q: Any information on screen that you missed? 

Q: Any information on the screen that were 

unnecessary and/or annoying? 

Learnability Time to learn Q: Did you understand how to use the application. 

If Yes: 

 Q: Did it take long time to understand? 

If No: 

 Q: What information would you have needed to 

understand how to use the application? 

Security Access audibility   

Access controllability  

Data corruption 

prevention 

 

Data encryption  
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 AR Application evaluation 
interviews 

The interviews were conducted in Swedish. 

Interview #1 

Interviewer A 

Interviewee B 

Setting Conference room 

Time Afternoon 

Interview duration ~10 minutes 

Task duration ~2 minutes 

Audience Not alone. Thesis supervisor at the company accompanied on the 

first interview. Did not interfere. 

 

Questions and answers: 

A: Vad har du för arbetsuppgift idag? 

B: Utvecklare 

A: Vet du vad AR var innan du kom hit? 

B: Ja 

A: Har du haft någon tidigare erfarenhet av AR? 

B: Ja 

A: Vad för erfarenhet? 

B: Vi har hackat Hololens på arbetsplatsen 

A: Var det något kommando som inte fungerade som det skulle? 

B: Nej, kommandona funkade jättebra. 

A: Tror du att ytterligare dokumentation skulle hjälp dig någonstans under själva 

användandet, förutom introduktionen? 

B: Nej, med introduktionen så tror jag att det funkar som det gör. Gränserna emellan alla 

markers, vilka bultar som tillhörde vilken del skulle behöva markeras. Man vet inte om man 

tappat scanningen eller inte när man går utefter balken. Markera vilken del man är på av 

balken i appen. 
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A: Tror du att en tydlig siffra på skärmen skulle kunna lösa problemet med hur många bultar 

som tillhör varje del? 

B: Det skulle nog kunna hjälpa. Och att i introduktionen nämna att alla bultar inte ingår, utan 

endast de som är markerade i appen. 

A: Var det någon funktion eller något kommando som du inte hade användning för när du 

körde testet? 

B: Nej, det fanns ju bara ett kommando. 

A: Var det någon information som var överflödigt? 

B: Som nämnt tidigare; Antalet bultar borde vara tydligare, listan är överflödig som den ser 

ut nu. Skulle vara någon typ av progressbar. 

A: Var gränssnittet tillfredsställande för uppgiften? 

B: Ja, det var det. Men det här (pekar på listan med tillbehör). Behöver kanske inte ha listan 

hela tiden, eller någon progressbar som inte är i vägen så mycket. Kanske nåt som kan fällas 

in/ut. Använder inte under tiden. Jag vill veta att jag har fått med alla markers. Siffran med 

bultar var den enda informationen som behövs. 

A: Var det något kommando som saknades? 

B: Nae, det tycker jag inte. Kanske en knapp för avslut på skärmen. Kanske inte endast en 

marker. 

A: Förstod du hur du skulle använda programmet? 

B: Ja, det tycker jag. Det var ju självförklarande efter introduktionen. 

A: Är det något svar du skulle vilja utveckla eller förtydliga? 

B: Nae, det tror jag inte. Skulle vilja ha någonting som säger om alla bultar är synliga på 

skärmen. Indikator på kanten, eller indikatorer på att alla inte är på skärmen. Kanske nån ram 

som blinkar. Röd ram för att alla inte är med på skärmen. Nåt enkelt bara. Enda problemet 

som jag hade. 

A: Är det något mer du vill lägga till som inte passade någon av frågorna, nån fråga extra som 

skulle behövas ställas? Fick du sagt allt? 

B: Kanske nån sorts feedback, ljud och/eller skak (eng. haptic feedback) vid specifika events, 

till exempel vid markering av bultar t.ex. Men viktigast är att man vet att man fått med allt, att 

alla markers har hittats, och att alla bultar har synats. 

A: Någonting mer? Kommentarer, frågor, om projektet eller applikationen eller testet? 

B: Naaaaeeeee. Vi körde med Vuforia och Unity när vi utvecklade till Hololens, och använde 

ett liknande system. 

End of interview #1. 
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Interview #2 

Interviewer A 

Interviewee B 

Setting Conference room 

Time Afternoon 

Interview duration ~10 minutes 

Task duration ~3 minutes 

Audience Alone. 

 

Questions and answers 

A: Vad har du för arbetsuppgift idag? 

B: Arkitekt (red anm.: inom IT-system) 

A: Vet du vad AR var innan du kom hit? 

B: Ja 

A: Har du haft någon tidigare erfarenhet av AR? 

B: Hackaton-projekt med AR för Hololens 

A: Vad för erfarenhet? 

B: Liknande det som ni gör; En låda med markeringar, där man skall sätta på rätt 

papperslappar på markeringarna. 

A: Var det något kommando som inte fungerade som det skulle? 

B: Nea, jag tyckte det funkade bra. 

A: Tror du att ytterligare dokumentation skulle hjälp dig någonstans under själva 

användandet, förutom introduktionen? 

B: Information om man skulle trycka på skärmen för att markera fel, eller om man skulle 

trycka på själva fysiska balken. 

A: Var det någon funktion eller något kommando som du inte hade användning för när du 

körde testet? 
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B: Nja, ikonen uppe i hörnet vet jag inte vad den betyder. (red and. Ikonen som visar om testet 

är aktiverat eller ej) 

A: Ok, den är till för att visa om testet har startat eller ej. Inte nåt som användarna bryr 

behöver bry sig om. 

B: När kommer ikonen så man kan avsluta testet? 

A: När man hittat alla markers. Så man kan inte avsluta testet innan man hittat alla grupper. 

Det går att avbryta innan dock. 

A: Var det någon information som var överflödigt? 

B: Nej 

A: Var gränssnittet tillfredsställande för uppgiften? 

B: Ja. 

A: Var det något kommando eller information som saknades? 

B: Inte vad jag kan tänka på nu, men jag står inte på linan, så vet inte vad som skulle kunna 

behövas. Det enda jag kan tänka mig för dom som står på linan, att kunna markera vilket fel 

som är på en bult. Om den saknas, eller om det är fel storlek, eller att det finns en skruv där 

det inte borde sitta en skruv. Men för demo så tycker jag det är tillräckligt. 

A: Förstod du hur du skulle använda programmet? 

B: Så fort jag visste att man skulle trycka på skärmen så var det inga problem. 

A: Är det något svar du skulle vilja utveckla eller förtydliga? 

B: Progressbar skulle vara bra, för att veta vilka som du har skannat, om det är någon som 

missats t.ex. Eftersom man inte kan avsluta innan så vill man veta vilken man missat. 

A: Är det något mer du vill lägga till som inte passade någon av frågorna, nån fråga extra som 

skulle behövas ställas? Fick du sagt allt? 

B: Skulle vilja ha snabbare detektering av markers. Kanske bara skulle räcka med en marker 

i början och sen tracka resten via anchors i Vuforia. Intuitiv och lätt att använda. 

A: Någonting mer? Kommentarer, frågor, om projektet eller applikationen eller testet? 

B: Testa med andra kameror, t.ex. mobiltelefon.  

Afterwards the user tried the three modes of bolt-off-display detection: Full border lit up when 

a bolt was off screen, the border on the sides where the bolts were off screen lit up, and arrows 

indicating there were bolts off screen 

End of interview #2. 
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Interview #3 

Interviewer A 

Interviewee B 

Setting Conference room 

Time Afternoon 

Interview duration ~10 minutes 

Task duration ~1 minutes 

Audience Another thesis member in the room. Not interfering. 

 

Questions and answers 

A: Vad har du för arbetsuppgift idag? 

B: Businessanalytiker, kravinsamlare 

A: Vet du vad AR var innan du kom hit? 

B: Ja, lite. 

A: Har du haft någon tidigare erfarenhet av AR? 

B: Ja 

A: Vad för erfarenhet? 

B: Hololens 

A: Var det något kommando som inte fungerade som det skulle? 

B: Dubbeltryckte. Symbolen försvann så fick trycka igen. (red anm. personen testar igen, 

tyckte inte att det var ett problem, mer ett inlärningsproblem tyckte personen). Nae annars. 

A: Tror du att ytterligare dokumentation skulle hjälp dig någonstans under själva 

användandet, förutom introduktionen? 

B: Nej, den introduktionen räckte för mig. 

A: Var det någon funktion eller något kommando som du inte hade användning för när du 

körde testet? 
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B: Bara progressbaren. (red anm. Missade att nämna den i introduktionen, men personen 

tyckte den var bra när den visste vad det var). Representationen av progressbar var bra, alla 

sektioner visades tydligt. 

A: Var det någon information som var överflödigt? 

B: Nej. 

A: Var gränssnittet tillfredsställande för uppgiften? 

B: Ja. 

A: Var det något kommando som saknades, eller information på skärmen? Överflödigt! 

B: Själva markern, men den behövs väl för att det ska funka. 

A: Förstod du hur du skulle använda programmet? 

B: Ja, det tycker jag. Hade jag inte fått introduktionen så skulle det nog varit svårare. 

A: Är det något svar du skulle vilja utveckla eller förtydliga? 

B: (red anm. Här fick användaren välja vilken färg som passade bäst på siffran som 

representerar antalet bultar) Röd syns bäst. Ingenting ytterligare att tillägga. 

A: Är det något mer du vill lägga till som inte passade någon av frågorna, nån fråga extra som 

skulle behövas ställas? Fick du sagt allt? 

B: Denna applikation är väl bara till för experimentet, så inget mer att tillägga. 

A: Någonting mer? Kommentarer, frågor, om projektet eller applikationen eller testet? 

B: Iden verkar bra. Praktiska problem och sånt får man väl utvärdera om det kommer 

användas sen. 

End of interview #3. 

 

Interview #4 

Interviewer A 

Interviewee B 

Setting Conference room 

Time Forenoon 

Interview duration ~10 minutes 

Task duration ~5 minutes 

Audience Another thesis member in the room. Not interfering. 
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Questions and answers 

A: Vad har du för arbetsuppgift idag? 

B: Systemtestare 

A: Vet du vad AR var innan du kom hit? 

B: Ja 

A: Har du haft någon tidigare erfarenhet av AR? 

B: Nej, bara sett och hört vad det är 

A: Var det något kommando som inte fungerade som det skulle? 

B: Nää, nej. Nära att man kan trycka fel om man har stora fingrar, annars inte. 

A: Tror du att ytterligare dokumentation skulle hjälp dig någonstans under själva 

användandet, förutom introduktionen? 

B: Tillräckligt med det i introduktionen. Hade inte gått utan den dock. 

A: Var det någon funktion eller något kommando som du inte hade användning för när du 

körde testet? 

B: Nej, tror inte det (red anm. Användaren provar appen igen för att konfirmera). Man kan 

inte trycka på progressbaren, nej. Om man vill göra kommentarer då? 

A: Nu finns det bara en typ av fel, och om det skulle vara en riktigt applikation så skulle det 

såklart finnas fler funktioner. Man är sugen på att trycka på siffran med antal bultar. 

A: Var det någon information som var överflödigt? 

B: Nej. 

A: Var gränssnittet tillfredsställande för uppgiften? 

B: Jaa, fast det skulle vara bra kunna se vilken sektion man är på. Att veta när knappen dyker 

upp, men det var ju i introduktionen. 

A: Var det något kommando eller information som saknades? 

B: Nae, nej, det tror jag inte. Kanske markern då *hehe* 

A: Förstod du hur du skulle använda programmet? 

B: Ja. Förstod med en gång efter introduktionen. 

A: Är det något svar du skulle vilja utveckla eller förtydliga? 

B: Nä, det tror jag inte. 
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A: Är det något mer du vill lägga till som inte passade någon av frågorna, nån fråga extra som 

skulle behövas ställas? Fick du sagt allt? 

B: Nae, nej. 

A: Någonting mer? Kommentarer, frågor, om projektet eller applikationen eller testet? 

B: Att veta om dom i verksamheten att tycka om det, montörerna etc.? 

A: Det är något vi kommer att fråga deltagarna i ett frågeformulär efteråt. 

B: Ah, ok. För att minska på papper så är det ju bra. 

End of interview #4. 

 

Interview #5 

Interviewer A 

Interviewee B 

Setting Conference room 

Time Afternoon 

Interview duration ~7 minutes 

Task duration ~1 minutes 

Audience Another thesis member in the room. Not interfering. 

 

Questions and answers 

A: Vad har du för arbetsuppgift idag, gör du idag? 

B: Student, Systemvetenskap – Business intelligence 

A: Vet du vad AR var innan du kom hit? 

B: Nej, lite kanske. 

A: Har du haft någon tidigare erfarenhet av AR? 

B: Nej, bara sett lite på nätet. 

A: Var det något kommando som inte fungerade som det skulle? 

B: Nej, jag tycker den är ganska bra liksom. 

A: Tror du att ytterligare dokumentation skulle hjälp dig någonstans under själva 

användandet, förutom introduktionen? 
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B: Åh, jag tror att man kanske skulle gå igenom den i så fall. Det är ju väldigt lätt att använda 

den liksom. Går dom igenom allt i introduktionen så behövs det ingen extra information. (red 

anm. Allt som kom upp gicks igenom i introduktionen, vissa förtydliganden kan göras enligt 

personen.) Tillräckligt för experimentet. 

A: Var det någon funktion eller något kommando som du inte hade användning för när du 

körde testet? 

B: Nej, jag tror inte det. Det där tittade jag inte på (red anm. Pekar på progressbar, efter 

demo:), Jo, den är ju användbar. (testar funktionaliteten lite till:) Naaajjs, den är användbar. 

A: Var gränssnittet tillfredsställande för uppgiften? 

B: Ja, det tror jag det var. Var ju bara att hålla i den och klicka. 

A: Var det något kommando eller information som saknades? 

B: Nej, det är svårt men jag tror inte det. (red anm. Svårt som i att komma på något som 

saknades) 

A: Var det någon information på skärmen som saknades? 

B: Står ju att man ska ha den så liksom (red anm. Står på skärmen att man ska hitta en 

markering) Det står inte att man skall klicka på bultarna, men jag tror dom fattar det. 

A: Var det någon information på skärmen som var onödig och/eller irriterande? 

B: Eh, nej, det tror jag inte. Dom här kant-pilarna är lite utanför, men inte mycket, och det 

lilla tror jag inte folk stör sig på, inte jag i alla fall *tihi*. 

A: Förstod du hur du skulle använda programmet? 

B: Ah, men det gjorde jag väl ganska bra eller? Ja, det gjorde jag. Jag fattade ju hur man 

använde det, men i introduktionen så var det inte helt klart, fattade dock när jag väl tog upp 

applikationen. Naturligt att klicka på skärmen. 

A: Tog det lång tid att förstå? 

B: Nej. 

A: Är det något svar du skulle vilja utveckla eller förtydliga? 

B: Nja, jag tycker det är bra. Jag gillar’t. Bra idé. 

A: Är det något mer du vill lägga till som inte passade någon av frågorna, nån fråga extra som 

skulle behövas ställas? Fick du sagt allt? 

B: Nej, inte som jag kommer på direkt så. Jag tror det blir bra. 

A: Någonting mer? Kommentarer, frågor, om projektet eller applikationen eller testet? 

B: Nä, jag tror det blir bra. 

End of interview #5. 
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 Experiment & assembly 
instructions  

Experiment instruktioner 

Hej,  

Vi är Sarbast, Erik och Ram, kommer från högskolan i Skövde, gör examensarbete här på 

Volvo. Vi undersöker möjligheten att använda Augmented Reality (AR) eller förstärkt 

verklighet i produktionsmiljön och kollar hur effektivt det är jämfört med papper-baserade 

instruktioner.  

Du är anonym och din deltagande är frivillig, det innebär du kan avbryta när som helst.   

Vi använder en kartong för att illustrera lastbilsbalken.  

Du kommer att följa instruktioner på papper för att verifiera att rätt bult med rätt storlek sitter 

i rätt hål. De inringade är att kolla på, varje sida visar instruktioner för en komponent som 

monteras på balken. Är det fel storlek? Markera med en post-it-lapp.  

Du kommer att följa instruktioner på remsan för att verifiera att rätt bult med rätt storlek sitter 

korrekt. De understrukna med grönt är att kolla på. Är det fel storlek? Markera med en post-

it-lapp.  

Har du hört talas om AR förut? Erfarenheter? AR innebär att man förstärker verkligheten med 

extra information, det vill säga att man visualiserar information live, och koppla det till fysiska 

objekten, hålen som du ser i AR läggs ovanpå motsvarande hål på balken.  

AR, rikta mobilkameran mot markern, ljusblåa ringar indikerar hål på balken, grön text är 

storlek på bulten, stämmer inte storleken på bult som visas i AR applikationen, tryck på den, 

då visas det en röd triangel som indikerar fel bult. Progressbaren visar hur många marker är 

identifierade, samt om man har missat någon så visas det rött. Pilarna som visas på kanter är 

indikatorer på att det finns fler bultar som åker utanför skärmen.  
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Assembly instructions 

Monteringsinstruktion JNCU987                       Lastbilstyp  
                         SA 93 R 
Vecka.dag   sekvens  Chassi B extern balk 
11.3  2015  CFT67TRE 
 

skapad 13-03-2018 rapport namn: Examensarbete  1 

 
AI – D3 EXTRA STORAGE RH 
 
463528 1 Flänsbult M14*40   UP:PKFB 
445671 1 Flänsbult M14*40   UP:PKFB 
345999 1 Flänsmutter M14*60   UP:PKFB 
345999 1 Flänsmutter M14*60   UP:PKFB 
463533 1 Flänsbult M14*40   UP:PKFB 
234876 1 Insexskruv M14*50   UP:PKFB 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
ES: EXTRA STORAGE 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

*på balken står det ES vid hålen som det ska sitta en bult i, för extra förvaring 
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Monteringsinstruktion JNCU987                       Lastbilstyp  
                         SA 93 R 
Vecka.dag   sekvens  Chassi B extern balk 
11.3  2015  CFT67TRE 
 

skapad 13-03-2018 rapport namn: Examensarbete  2 

 
AI – D3 FUEL TANK RH 
 
345959 1 Flänsmutter M14*30   UP:PKFB 
462528 1 Flänsbult M14*40   UP:PKFB 
445001 1 Flänsbult M14*40   UP:PKFB 
456528 1 Flänsbult M14*40   UP:PKFB 
445651 1 Flänsbult M14*40   UP:PKFB 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 FT: FUEL TANK 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*på balken står det FT, vilket motsvarar hålen som det ska sitta en bult i för 
tanken 
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Monteringsinstruktion JNCU987                       Lastbilstyp  
                         SA 93 R 
Vecka.dag   sekvens  Chassi B extern balk 
11.3  2015  CFT67TRE 
 

skapad 13-03-2018 rapport namn: Examensarbete  3 

 
AI – D3 FISH PLATE LH 
 
432001 1 Flänsbult M14*60   UP:PKFB 
497828 1 Flänsbult M14*50   UP:PKFB 
409851 1 Flänsbult M14*50   UP:PKFB 
341239 1 Flänsmutter M14*50   UP:PKFB 
343459 1 Flänsmutter M14*50   UP:PKFB 
441231 1 Flänsbult M14*70   UP:PKFB 
450988 1 Flänsbult M14*70   UP:PKFB 
444561 1 Flänsbult M14*70   UP:PKFB 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
       FP: FISH PLATE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*på balken star det FP, vilket motsvarar hålen som det ska sitta en bult i  
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Monteringsinstruktion JNCU987                       Lastbilstyp  
                         SA 93 R 
Vecka.dag   sekvens  Chassi B extern balk 
11.3  2015  CFT67TRE 
 

skapad 13-03-2018 rapport namn: Examensarbete  4 

AI – D3 MICRO WAVE RH 
 
462001 1 Flänsbult M14*70   UP:PKFB 
437828 1 Flänsbult M14*90   UP:PKFB 
459851 1 Flänsbult M14*80   UP:PKFB 
471231 1 Flänsbult M14*80   UP:PKFB 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
      MW: MICRO WAVE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*På balken star det MW, vilket motsvarar hålen som det ska sitta en bult i för 
mikrougn  
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Monteringsinstruktion JNCU987                       Lastbilstyp  
                         SA 93 R 
Vecka.dag   sekvens  Chassi B extern balk 
11.3  2015  CFT67TRE 
 

skapad 13-03-2018 rapport namn: Examensarbete  5 

AI – D3 BREAK PADS RH 
 
462001 1 Flänsbult M14*40   UP:PKFB 
337828 1 Flänsmutter M14*90   UP:PKFB 
459851 1 Flänsbult M14*50   UP:PKFB 
471231 1 Flänsbult M14*40   UP:PKFB 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
      BP: BREAK PADS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*På balken står det BP, vilket motsvarar hålen som det ska sitta en bult i för att 
installera bromsklossar 
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Experiment results – Data 

Table 1. Group 1.1 using AR first then instructions on paper 

Participants AR Paper-based instructions 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Time(seconds) Errors Time(seconds) Errors 

65.65 0 128.4 0 

45.62 0 186 5 

54.78 1 210 3 

57.15 0 194.4 2 

48.82 1 188.4 2 

Min 48.82 0 128.4 0 

Max 65.65 1 210 5 

Mean 54.40 0.4 181.44 2.4 

Std. deviation 7.78 NA 31.09 NA 

 

Table 2. Group 1.2 using instructions on paper first then AR 

Participants Paper-based instructions AR 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Time(seconds) Errors Time(seconds) Errors 

138 1 44.3 0 

137.4 3 53.06 0 

208.2 0 51.19 0 

180 1 33.17 0 

194.4 0 64.47 0 

Min 137.4 0 33.17 0 

Max 208.2 3 64.47 0 

Mean 171.6 1 49.24 0 

Std. deviation 32.51 NA 11.54 NA 
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Table 3. Group 2.1 using AR first then paper label 

Participants AR Label 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Time(seconds) Errors Time(seconds) Errors 

65.73 0 85.2 0 

51.02 0 90 0 

47.94 0 67.8 0 

50.09 0 25 1 

36.45 0 46 1 

Min 36.45 0 128.4 0 

Max 65.73 0 210 1 

Mean 50.25 0 62.8 0.4 

Std. deviation 10.44 NA 27.28 NA 

 

Table 4. Group 2.2 using paper label first then AR 

Participants Label AR 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Time(seconds) Errors Time(seconds) Errors 

72 2 35.4 0 

52 1 52.98 0 

52 0 50.41 1 

52 0 51.45 0 

63 0 60.18 0 

Min 52 0 35.4 0 

Max 72 2 60.18 1 

Mean 58.2 0.6 50.1 0.2 

Std. deviation 9.04 NA 9.05 NA 
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Experiment ANOVA analysis: 
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 Questionnaire & interview 

Both questionnaire and interviews are conducted in Swedish because the experiment is done 

in a Swedish factory. 
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These are the questionnaire questions seen above with the Swedish translation. 
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The questionnaire dry-run diagram: 

 

Figure 19 Questionnaire dry run results 

1

2

3

4

5

6

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Questionnaire dry run results

Participant 1 Participant 2
Strongly 
agree

Strongly 
disagree

Question

1. Det var inte tid eller energi krävande att lära sig användningen av AR.
2. Jag tyckte att användningen av AR i industriella miljön höjer produktiviteten.
3. Jag tyckte att pappers instruktioner/pappers remsa var mer tillfredsställande att använda 
än AR.
4. Jag skulle välja använda liknande AR verktyg för att utföra monteringsjobbet i framtiden.
5. Hanteringen av AR var inte svår jämfört med pappers instruktioner/pappers remsa.
6. Jag tyckte att AR var frustrerande jämfört med pappers instruktioner/pappers remsa.
7. Det var mer intressant att använda AR för att verifiera monteringskontrollen jämfört med 
pappers instruktioner/pappers remsa.
8. Jag har hittat att AR är lätt att förstå och använda för att utföra monteringskontrollen.
9. Jag tyckte att det var ett snabbt sätt att använda surfplatta/mobiltelefon för att utföra 
monteringskontrollen.
10. Jag tyckte att AR är mentalt krävande jämfört med pappers instruktioner/pappers remsa.
11. Jag kunde snabbt få grepp på hur man använder AR jämfört med pappers 
instruktioner/pappers remsa.
12. Jag tyckte att det var roligare att använda AR jämfört med pappers instruktioner/pappers 
remsa.
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Interview questions before the dry-run: 

 

 

The new interview questions after the dry run: 

Experience 

Explanation Questions 

 To understand if the participants found the AR 

as they believed it be before they tested it and 

why. 

1. Did you think that the introduction of 

AR gave the same impression as when 

you tested it? 

If no what was the difference between 

the introduction and the real test? 

 To find out if there was missing functionality in 

the AR application. 

2. Are there some missing functionality 

in the AR application that are necessary 

to be able to do the work? 

If yes which are they? 

 To understand the participants experience 

using the AR methods to do the quality control 

process. 

3. Can you please describe your 

experience using the AR application was 

it fast? Slow? Exc. 

 To cover the missing parts of the questions and 

to get new ideas for new questions for the next 

interview. 

4. Is there something more you want to 

add about AR that we haven’t talked 

about? 
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The interviews with answers for the dry-run: 

Interview guidance 

Interviewer I 

Participant P 

 

Interview 1: 

 

I: Tyckte att AR möte dina förväntningar? 

P: Jag hade inga förväntningar direkt så jag visste inte vad jag skulle förvänta mig. 

I: Men när du fick höra information om hur det funkar? 

P: Jo det möte mina förväntningar i en sån här applikation och användningssätt. 

 

I: Saknar AR någon viktig funktionalitet för att utföra arbetet? 

P: Ja ljudåterkoppling typ att man är klar med ett visst ljud när man är klar eller om man har missat 

något. 

 

I: Vill du beskriva din AR upplevelse? 

P: Positivt. 

I: På vilket sätt? 

P: Lätt att förstå vad jag skulle göra, lätt att ge den input som krävdes för att göra min uppgift. 

 

I: Vill du tillägga något? 

P: Tillägga någon fundering menar du? 

I: ja. 

P: Nej. 
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I: Vad tyckte du om frågorna? 

P: Kanske de borde vara mer beskrivande. 

Interview 2: 

 

I: Möte AR dina förräntningar när du fick höra introduktionen och när du testade den? 

P: Ja. 

I: Varför då? 

P: Jag tyckte att det inte var att det var som jag hade tänkt mig av vad jag höra innan. 

 

I: Saknar AR någon viktig funktionalitet för att utföra arbetet? 

P: I det här begränsade exemplet så finns allt som behövs. Man kan önska mera funktionalitet men 

det är ett annat steg. 

 

I: Vill du beskriva din upplevelse när du använde AR? Var den långsam? snabb? såna aspekter. 

P: Jag tyckte att den var förvånansvärt snabbt. 

 

I: Vill du tillägga något som vi inte har pratat om? 

P: Nej. 

 

I: Vad tyckte du om frågorna? 

P: Jag tyckte att frågorna var bra men första frågan var lite missledande. 
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 Results from the application 
evaluation interviews 

Participant #1 

The interviewee was a developer with previous experience in developing for AR (Hololens). 

Consolidated Usability Model 

Characteristic Break down Notes (N:) / Questions (Q:) 

Effectiveness Percentage of tasks 

accomplished 

User completed the task. 

 Ratio on failure of handling No error made during the task. 

Efficiency Repetitions’ number of 

failed commands 

No failed commands detected. 

 Documentation or help’s use 

frequency 

User did not think extra documentation was 

needed outside the introduction. 

 Time spent on error No faulty commands detected. 

 Time to achieve one task ~2min 

 Number of available 

commands not called upon 

The list of add-ons was not used. 

Satisfaction Number of times that user 

expresses his frustration 

0 

 Rating scale for users’ 

satisfaction with functions 

and characteristic 

 

The list of add-ons was unnecessary, but the 

information about number of bolts 

associated with a marker, and the progress 

of which markers was detected should be 

represented more clearly. Information 

about if all bolt is on screen or not. Feedback 

for interactions. 

Learnability Time to learn After the introduction the user had enough 

information to use the application in the 

test. 

Table 16 - AR application evaluation - participant 1 

Participant #2 

The interviewee was an architect with previous experience in developing for AR (Hololens) 
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Consolidated Usability Model 

Characteristic Break down Notes (N:) / Questions (Q:) 

Effectiveness Percentage of tasks 

accomplished 

User completed the task. 

 Ratio on failure of handling Tried to interact with the physical object 

when marking the first error. 

Efficiency Repetitions’ number of 

failed commands 

Tried to interact with the physical object 

when marking the first error. 

 Documentation or help’s use 

frequency 

Explain in the introduction that the user 

should touch the display to mark faults. 

 Time spent on error A few seconds 

 Time to achieve one task ~3min 

 Number of available 

commands not called upon 

None 

Satisfaction Number of times that user 

expresses his frustration 

0 

 Rating scale for users’ 

satisfaction with functions 

and characteristic 

 

Ability to mark which type of fault a bolt 

had, missing or wrong size. Progress bar for 

markers. Wondered what the record icon in 

the corner did. 

Learnability Time to learn Information about that to mark a fault the 

user had to touch on the display instead of 

trying to interact with the physical object. 

Table 17 - AR application evaluation - participant 2 

Participant #3 

The interviewee was a business analytic/kravinsamlare (swe) that had previous experience in 

testing AR (Hololens) 

Consolidated Usability Model 

Characteristic Break down Notes (N:) / Questions (Q:) 

Effectiveness Percentage of tasks 

accomplished 

User completed the task. 
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 Ratio on failure of handling Double taps occurred. 

Efficiency Repetitions’ number of 

failed commands 

Double tapped occurred a few times in the 

beginning. 

 Documentation or help’s use 

frequency 

User did not think extra documentation was 

needed outside the introduction. 

 Time spent on error Couple of additional taps on screen in the 

beginning. 

 Time to achieve one task ~1min 

 Number of available 

commands not called upon 

Progress bar not used first. User noticed it 

but didn’t know the function until 

explained. Used it after explanation. 

Satisfaction Number of times that user 

expresses his frustration 

0 

 Rating scale for users’ 

satisfaction with functions 

and characteristic 

 

The user thought the information on screen 

was enough for the task. Didn’t think any 

other functions was needed, and no 

unneeded functions existed. 

Learnability Time to learn After the introduction, and one additional 

information item, the user had enough 

information to use the application in the 

test. 

Table 18 - AR application evaluation - participant 3 

Participant #4 

The interviewee was a system tester without previous experience of AR but knew what it was. 

Consolidated Usability Model 

Characteristic Break down Notes (N:) / Questions (Q:) 

Effectiveness Percentage of tasks 

accomplished 

User completed the task. 

 Ratio on failure of handling No error made during the task. 

Efficiency Repetitions’ number of 

failed commands 

No failed commands detected. 
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 Documentation or help’s use 

frequency 

User did not think extra documentation was 

needed outside the introduction. 

 Time spent on error No faulty commands detected. 

 Time to achieve one task ~5min 

 Number of available 

commands not called upon 

None 

Satisfaction Number of times that user 

expresses his frustration 

0 

 Rating scale for users’ 

satisfaction with functions 

and characteristic 

 

Wanted to click on the bolt number/marker 

to get more information about the section, 

did it have to be there? Thought it to be 

adequate for the task. 

Learnability Time to learn After the introduction the user had enough 

information to use the application in the 

test. 

Table 19 - AR application evaluation - participant 4 

Participant #5 

Interviewee was a student in computer science – business intelligence. Knew what AR was 

from the internet. From conversation previously, the participant mentioned working on an 

assembly line during summer. 

Consolidated Usability Model 

Characteristic Break down Notes (N:) / Questions (Q:) 

Effectiveness Percentage of tasks 

accomplished 

User completed the task. 

 Ratio on failure of handling No error made during the task. 

Efficiency Repetitions’ number of 

failed commands 

No failed commands detected. 

 Documentation or help’s use 

frequency 

User did not think extra documentation was 

needed outside the introduction. 

 Time spent on error No faulty commands detected. 

 Time to achieve one task ~1min 
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 Number of available 

commands not called upon 

None 

Satisfaction Number of times that user 

expresses his frustration 

0 

 Rating scale for users’ 

satisfaction with functions 

and characteristic 

 

Thought it was clear and good enough for 

the task. 

Learnability Time to learn After the introduction the user had enough 

information to use the application in the 

test., even if the user thought it did not have 

it, it had it. 

Table 20 - AR application evaluation - participant 5 
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 Interview and questionnaire 
results 

The questions were translated to Swedish because the interviews and questionnaire were 

conducted in a Swedish factory. 

The questions and introduction of the interviews: 

Den här intervjun kommer att spelas in om ni tillåter det och ni kan lämna vilken fråga som 

helst och avsluta när ni vill. Dessa inspelningar kommer att raderas direkt efter projektet och 

alla svar kommer att vara anonyma. 

1. Ansåg du att introduktionen av AR gav samma intryck som när du testade den? 

a. Om inte vad var skillnaden mellan introduktionen och verkliga testet? 

2. Saknar AR någon viktig funktionalitet för att utföra arbetet? 

a. Om ja vilka? 

3. Kan du vara snäll och beskriva din AR upplevelse? Var den snabb eller långsam? 

4. Vill du tillägga något som vi inte har pratat om? 
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The answers from the interview from the experiment: 

Interview guidance 

Interviewer I 

Participant P 

 

Participant 1: Strip vs AR 

I: Ansåg du att introduktionen av AR gav samma intryck som när du testade den? 

P: Det var en väldigt kort introduktion men det fungerar för mig. 

I: Saknar AR någon viktig funktionalitet för att utföra arbetet? 

P: Nej inte i det här exemplet. Men man fick hålla med två händer kanske det hade varit bättre 

med något annat än mobil eller om man kunde ha pekat direkt på kartongen eller om den hade 

kunnat känna av själv vilka var felaktiga själv. 

I: Kan du vara snäll och beskriva din AR upplevelse? Var den snabb eller långsam? 

P: Jämfört med pappersremsan så gick det fortare. 

I: Vill du tillägga något som vi inte har pratat om? 

P: Nej inget jag kommer på nu. 

 

Participant 2: Paper vs AR 

I: Ansåg du att introduktionen av AR gav samma intryck som när du testade den? 

P: Ja det tycker jag. 

I: Saknar AR någon viktig funktionalitet för att utföra arbetet? 

P: Nej det funkade väldigt bra. 

I: Kan du vara snäll och beskriva din AR upplevelse? Var den snabb eller långsam? 

P: Nej jag tyckte att den var bra och hade bra upplägg. 

I: Vill du tillägga något som vi inte har pratat om? 

P: Ja det hade varit intressant om man hade kunnat se hur långt tid det tar för att utföra den 

här ändringen i fabrikerna och man hade velat se vilka operatörer kommer att vara 

involverade. 
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Participant 3: AR vs strip 

I: Ansåg du att introduktionen av AR gav samma intryck som när du testade den? 

P: Ja det tycker jag. 

I: Saknar AR någon viktig funktionalitet för att utföra arbetet? 

P: Nej inte i detta läget. 

I: Kan du vara snäll och beskriva din AR upplevelse? Var den snabb eller långsam? 

P: Den var ju snabb. 

I: Vill du tillägga något som vi inte har pratat om? 

P: Nej inte i dagsläget. 

 

Participant 4: AR vs paper 

I: Ansåg du att introduktionen av AR gav samma intryck som när du testade den? 

P: Ju det var det. 

I: Saknar AR någon viktig funktionalitet för att utföra arbetet? 

P: Nej inte på det ni visar här så saknar det inte något viktigt. 

I: Kan du vara snäll och beskriva din AR upplevelse? Var den snabb eller långsam? 

P: Eran applikation var ju snabb den funkade bra. 

I: Vill du tillägga något som vi inte har pratat om? 

P: Nej. 
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Participant 5: Strip vs AR 2 

I: Ansåg du att introduktionen av AR gav samma intryck som när du testade den? 

P: Det var mer självbeskrivande att använda den än att förklaringen. Det var tydligare att 

använda applikationen. 

I: Saknar AR någon viktig funktionalitet för att utföra arbetet? 

P: Ja det skulle vara smidigare och inte använda mobil eller surfplatta. Det skulle vara 

smidigare med glasögon. 

I: Kan du vara snäll och beskriva din AR upplevelse? Var den snabb eller långsam? 

P: Det var snabbt och straight on som man kan säga. Det var ganska tydligt om vad man ska 

göra. 

I: Vill du tillägga något som vi inte har pratat om? 

P: Nej det tror jag inte. 

 

Participant 6: Paper vs AR 2 

I: Ansåg du att introduktionen av AR gav samma intryck som när du testade den? 

P: Jag känner att det var lättare att testa själv. Det var ganska självförklarande. 

I: Saknar AR någon viktig funktionalitet för att utföra arbetet? 

P: Nej inte som man kan se nu. 

I: Kan du vara snäll och beskriva din AR upplevelse? Var den snabb eller långsam? 

P: den var snabb 4 av 5. 

I: Vill du tillägga något som vi inte har pratat om? 

P: Nej men pappersinstruktionerna kunde ha gjorts mycket lättare för att just nu att det 

mycket skillnad mellan AR och paper. 

I: När paperinstruktionerna har gjort så har samma mall använts som de riktiga 

instruktionerna i Tove fabriken. 

 P: Jaha okej. Det var roligt att testa. 
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Participant 7: AR vs strip 2 

I: Ansåg du att introduktionen av AR gav samma intryck som när du testade den? 

P: Ja det var samma men det är alltid lättare att testa något själv. 

I: Saknar AR någon viktig funktionalitet för att utföra arbetet? 

P: Ja den borde kunna hitta felen själv istället för att man ska behöva göra det själv. 

I: Kan du vara snäll och beskriva din AR upplevelse? Var den snabb eller långsam? 

P: Den var ganska snabb. 

I: Vill du tillägga något som vi inte har pratat om? 

P: Nej inte vad jag kommer på. 

 

Participant 8: AR vs paper 2 

I: Ansåg du att introduktionen av AR gav samma intryck som när du testade den? 

P: Ja det tycker jag. Det var till och med lättare att använda än vad förklaringarna angav. 

I: Saknar AR någon viktig funktionalitet för att utföra arbetet? 

P: Nej inte vad jag kommer på nu. 

I: Kan du vara snäll och beskriva din AR upplevelse? Var den snabb eller långsam? 

P: Den var snabb och den var inte stressande. Däremot var det stressande att stå med papper. 

I: Vill du tillägga något som vi inte har pratat om? 

P: Nej man blir nyfiken av vad man kan använda den för mer grejer. 
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The results of the questionnaire: 
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 Analysis of the AR prototype 
evaluation 

Here follow the results from the analysis of the evaluation interviews. The following tables 

shows the analysis from each interview. 

Participant #1 

Issues Measures 

Add-on list were not usable in its current 

form. 

Split the add-on list into two parts: 

 Display the number of bolts 

associated with currently identified 

marker. 

Note: A progress bar to indicate what marks 

the users have visited so far was not 

implemented for the following interview. 

 

Feedback when interacting with a bolt. Investigate the possibility of haptic feedback 

(read vibration) when interacting with a 

bolt. Was implemented after a feasible 

solution was found. 

Alert if bolts are outside the display. Implemented three types of indicators for 

further testing. They all alerted the user in 

some way that a bolt was outside the 

displayed area. The indicator types were: 

Full border control: The border of the 

display is red if any bolts are outside the 

display, else they are green. 

Partial border control: The border on the 

side of which a bolt is outside the display are 

red, else there are no borders present. 

Arrows: Arrows at the edge of the display 

indicate that a bolt is outside. 

 

Participant #2 

Issues Measures 

Progress bar was still desirable. Progress bar was implemented. 

Missing bolt side/border indicators, arrows 

and/or side lit need to be tested further. 

Testing on the next participant. 
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The top left corner icons (record/paus) 

spawned questions during the interview. 

Top left corner icon only displays paus 

marker when test is not running, and 

nothing when it is not running. 

Adjusted the number of bolts position 

further for more precise indication of which 

group of bolts the number belonged to. 

The bolt number was adjusted to be on the 

marker itself, to not intrude on the view and 

the possibility of covering a bolt. 

 

Participant #3 

Issues Measures 

Introduction was not sufficient, missing 

information about the progress bar. 

Extra information about the progress bar in 

the introduction. 

Missing bolt side/border indicator was good 

with both partial border control and arrows. 

The full border control was not precise 

enough. 

Default options for border indicators are to 

use both partial border control and arrows. 

 

Participant #4 

Issues Measures 

Show which section of the beam / which 

marker that is currently active. 

Current sections displayed highlights in the 

progress bar. 

Bolt number on the marker tempting the 

participant to be clicked on for further 

information but was redundant since 

missing bolts now could be seen with the 

border indicators. 

Bolt number was removed. 

 

Participant #5 

Issues Measures 

Wanted a demonstration of the task in the 

introduction. 

Implemented a small demonstration for the 

introduction. 

 

 


